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nOVE: The'development of .a Statewide Career Education Program has been
highlighted as ode of the prime priorities toward quality education and
produCtive living for Louisiana citizens ri;oa "6 to 60" and beyond.

under the Career Education concept, every student explores the world of
work through a wide spectrum of educational "clusters" as represented by
the symbols on the cover: CCHKUNICATIQN AND MEDIA (telephone); HEALTH
(caduceus); MARINE SCIENCE (starfish); AGRI-BUSINESS AND NATURAL RESOURCES
(farmer); HOSPITALITY AND RECREATION (home); TRANSPORTATION .(wheel);

PUBLIC SERVICE (fireman); PERSONAL SERVICES(barber pole); FINE. ARTS AND

HUMANITIES (treble clef and brush); BUSINESS AND OFFICE (typist); HAN-
UFACTURING cogwheel); CONSUMER AND HCMENAKING EDUCATION (shopper's cart);
ENVIRONMENT (trees, earth and sun); CONSTRUCTION (hardhat worker); 14ARKET-
ING AND DISTRIBUTION (hydrIulic forklift).
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A MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

The resource guides developed for Career Education are dedicated 1 ,

lho students of Louisiana. The guides are based upon the philosophy of
maxinnumievelopment of the individualand therebythe maximum deyelop-,
mnnt of society. There are many components of the educatignal process;
and career education, a facet of total education, prepares the individual

for a meaningful and productive life.
_

w.

The fundamental concept of career education is that all types of,edu-
eationa,1 experiences, curricula, instruction, and counseling should involve
preparition for economic.independencei personal fulfillment, and an appre-
ciation for the dignity of work.;

Maintaining the curriculum disciplines as the structural framework,
. tile guides seek to enhance.the total education of the individual, incor-
porating career concepts into the planned educational experiences of the
youth.

The implementation of the objectives and activities presented,in the
guides is independent of any organizational pattern. The underlying
philosophy is that of providing for continuous pupil progress. Recog-
nizing that each student is a unique. individual, a continuous progress
curriculum enables each student to progress ab his own rate. This fosters
success which reinforces the positive self-concept of the individual and
contributes to his personal, social, and occupational effectiveness.

Education which is 'dedicated to the maximum developMent of the indi-
vidual offers individualized instruction. These guides, promote that concept,
for individualized learning is the result of individualized instruction.
This concept does not imply a one-to-one teaching ratio, but does offer e
curriculum structure which allows for instruction prescribed to meet the
needs of the individual--whether in a large group, a small group, or in an
individual learning situation.

These guides are presented to the teachers of Louisiana as an effort to
help them in that important mission of educating the young people of this
state. The subsequent revision of the guides will be based upon teacher
evaluation and recommendations.

S.
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FOREWORD

The.coMposition of this ezide.for Language Arts was influenced by, the

need 1 o provide meaningful continuous progress through individualized in-

struction and the need to integrat's career concepts and activities with

curriculum concepts.
a

-

Major purposes of this elide are to comp lement the regular language

arts program, to serve as a source of ideas and activities,to achieve

curriculum objectives, and to suggest methods of incorporatidg career

concepts into the EnglisA curriculum.

The guide is designed for use with basic texts and with a wide variety

of other resources. It is not intended as a complete, autonomous instztment

for instruction and no attempt-should-be-made-txrtrsesmanual

for dailylesecn plans. Singular development of any skill strand without

integration with the total language arts program,swould result in ineffective

instruction.
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I. Career Orientation

Nothing is more basic to Career
Education than the study of-English.
It provides the foundation uppn which
practically everything else is built.
For every Louisiana citizen;success
in any subject, in any ocdupation in

.4most any endeavor depends directly
on his ability to communicate in English.
The effectiveness of every order he- gives
or redeives, every idea he expresses,
every request he.makes is determined by
how well be can use the language. In
.additiOn, every thought or attitude he
possasses his been:influenced and shaped
by his command df the spoken or written
word.,

All parents really! that knowledge
of:language is one of life's most vital
forces, so they begin immediately to

:teach their childfen how to use words to
communicate. They expect the Schools to
continue this training, providing compre
hensive instruction iu reading,,writing,
listening, and speaking, so that their
children will have the means to reith
their full potential..

Developing fluency in English is the
most necessary part of anyone's education.

. If he is provided a sound program in
English, then the effectiveness Will other
phases of his training is diminished. if not
actually ,destroyed.

NI

444

e

career education, like any other new movement that has ever
come to American education, will flourish or die, based largely
Oh the knowledge, efforts, skills, and philisophical beliefs of
the elementary and secorfdary school classrpon teacher"

Dr. Kenneth B. Hoyt
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A STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY ON CAREER EDUCATION

Ir*

We believe that Career Education is selb:development.
education. It is a process through which each individual
student -

discovers Who' he is
- examines opportunities for midi and career
development

s decides where he wants to.go, and

is equipped with the skills, knowledge. and attitudes
.necessary to meet his decision of a lifestyle.

.

6
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CAo$1RS RELATED TO ENGLTSU AND LANGUAGE ARTS

11.A. or above

Scrvi.ec
.

Reading Specialist
Speech Therapist

BusinesS,Clerical,and'Sales

Advertising Manager
Public Relations
Sales Engineer
Traffic Managhr.

Science and Technology

Technical Writer

Outdoor'

Sports Writer

General'eultural

Lawyer
Editor
Clergyman
English and.Ianguage Art Teacher
Poreign-Correspondent
Tutor
Jourialist

Arts and Entertainment'

7ecturer
Author' .

Continuity Writer.

Actor
Dramatic Critic
Scenario Writer

H.S. plus Technical

Service
. .

Interpreter
Translator

Ar

s.,

12
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Business Clericaiand Sales

Retail Manager
Salesman
Sales Person
Secretary .

Science and Technology

Cryptographer

Outdoor

General Cdltural

'Radio Announcer
Reporter
(Librarian

Arts and Efitertainment

Script Writer

H.S. Graduate
4

Service

, Customs Inspector
Immigration-Inspector

Business ,Clericau- and Sales

Auctioneer
Demonstrator
Buyer
Floorwalker
Sales Clerks
ForeignExchange Clerk
Stenographers

Outdoor

Cencl;a1 Cultural.

Arts and

Copy-writer

4
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CAREER CONCEPTS

A. Early awareness of careers is the prelude to future achievement.

B.. The individual is the born resource of society.

1. Individuals have many kinds of careers.,
2. Occupations contribute to society's progress.

3. Meaningful, rewarding careers are available to every individual.

C. Work is basic toMean development.

4. Careers require differentkowledmebilities, attitudes, and
talents.

5. Individuals have different abilities, interests, needs,, and values.
6. Individuals seek careers.for.varied reasons.

D. Careers are opportunities for accommodating differences in human devel
opment.

7. Careers can be grouped into clusters.

8., Different careers are interrelated.
9. Every career requires some special preparation.

143 IndiVidual careers may change as individuals change throughout life,
..

E.: Environmental variability requires variable Opportunity.

11. Individuals may be suited for Several different careers.
12. World changes, conditions, and environments affect careers.
1). Individuals adapt to world changes and environments.
14.. Careers have different levels of responsibilities.
15 An individual's career and careers Of others are affected by

individual's ability to relate to, other individuals.
16. Rules, regulations, policies, and,procedures affect allcareers.

ff
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CAREER EDUCATION IN LOUISIANA

AN EXPERIENCED-BASED, SEQUENTIAL PLAN

STAGE I CAREER AWARENESS
(Grades K-3) -

STAGE II CAREER MOTIVATION.

(Grades 2-6) -

.STAGE III CAREER EXPLORATION
(Grades 5-9)

STAGE IV TENTATIVE CAREER DECISIONS
(Grades 6-10)

STAGE V ACQUISITION OF CAREERuENTRY.SKILLS
(Grades 9-12)

.(Differential Programs)

STAGE VI CAREER.ENTRY.

A. EMPLOYMENT
FURTHER STUDY AND TRAINING

B. SPECIALIZED STUDY AND TRAINING
EMPLOYMENT
FURTHE4 STUDY AND TRAINING

EACH STAGE REQUIRES:

INFORMA'fION

ExiERIENCE-

WHICH LEADS TO1

FIRST-HAND PERSONAL IEARNING

WHICH LENDS TO;

SELF-DEVELOPMENT

LEADS fd:

INDEVIDUAI:SUCCESS

WHICH LEADS TO

A HEALTHY SENSE OF WELL-BEING

9
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JOB CLUSTERS

Construction Occupations Cluster

a. Asbestos and Insulating workers
b. Bricklayers
c. Carpenters
4. Electricians
e. Cement masons (cement and concrete finishers)
f. Marble setters, tile setters, and terrazzo workers
g. Operating engineers (vonstruction machinery operators)
h. Painters and paperhingers
i. Plasterers
j. Pluwbers and pipefitters
k. Roofers -

. Structural, ornamental, and reinforcing- iron workers

2. Manufacturing Occupations Cluster

a.' Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing
b. Aluminum industry
C. Baking industry
'd. Electronics manufacturing
e. Industrial chemical industry
f. Paper and allied products industries
g. Petroleum refining

a. Transportation Occupations Cluster .

a. Civil aviation
b. Merchant Marine occupation
c.. Railroads
d. Trucking industty

r

4. Agri. - Business and Natural Resources Occupations Cluster .

a. Conservation.
b. :Ecology

,c. Electric power industry
d. Farming,: dairying

e. Forestry
f. .Machinery (farm equipment)

g. Mining
-Natural-gas-

J.:- Petroleum

S. Marine Science Occupations Cluster

a. Fisheries development
B. Forecasting weather
c. National defense
d. Plant and animal life

16
to.
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6. Environmental Occupations Cluster

a. Conservation

h. Ecology

7. -Business and Office Occupations Cluster

a. Accounting
b. Advertising workers
c. Business law .

d. Marketing research
e. Office workers
1. Personnel workers
g. Public. relations workers

S. Marketing and Distribution Occupations.C16ster

a. arketing research
b. Wholesale and Retail distribution
c. Trade

9.. Communications and Media Occupations Cluster

a. Newspapers - printing and writing
b. Radio

c. Technology_

4. Television

10. Hospitality and Recreation Ocapations Cluster

a. Tamp;
b. Hospitals
c. Indoor recreation centers
d.. Industry
e. Playgrounds

-11. Personal Service Occupations Clusters

Barbers'
Building custodians

c. Cooks and chefs

4. Codoetologists
.e.- e. Firefighters

a f. Guards and watchmen

.1

g.___flospital attendants

h, Models
iz Police'officers
j. Private household workers
k. Social service workers



12. Public Survicvs Occupations Cluster

a. Civil service employees.
b. Librarians
c. Nutritionists -

d. Health nurses
e. Publicrelationi workers
f. Public Utilities
g. Sanitarians

13. 'Health Occupatibns Cluster

a. Chiropractor.
b. Dental hygienist
c. DentistS
d. Dietician
e. Hospital administrator
f. Medical technologists
g. Nurses
'h. Optometrist
i. Osteopathic physician
j. Pharmacists
k. Physicians
1. Veterinarian
m. X-ray.technician

-.14. Consumer and Homemaking OdCupaeions.Cluster,

a..",Cooperativh:ExtensiOn 'Service
b. Communications' . .
c. pepartment stores
d. -Federal Government - U.S."Dept..of Agriculture
e. Financial institutions
f. Food manufacturers
g. Private business

ph. Research
I. social Welfare

3. Teacher

15. Pine Arts-and Humanities Ocedpations

:

a. 'Commercial artists
4

b. Industrial designers
c. .Interiordesigners and.decorators 1.

Performis-ng-artists

e. Social scien4sts
f. Teaching

Cluster

13
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II.- LITERATURE

What is so 'wonderful about
literature is its ability to mete
us aware' of ourselves-hour beliefs,
hopes and prejudices, our frailties
and out potentialities-- and to show
Us how we can learn from the exper-
iences of others, even when those
"'others" are simply pmeducts:of
some writertps imagination. We read
a story or a poem or a play about
the Courage, loyalty, or desperation
Of men, and women involved ihaoneof
life's great struggles and we find'

. %e .have been shown a mirror reflec-
ting our own problems and anxieties --

changed, 1)erhaps, but still recog-
nizable. It is this power of litera-
ture to provide,, us with` insight into
ourselves and our fellow man. and to
give us under;tanding of the world
about us that makes the study of
literature such.a rewarding endeEkor.

, #

"All that mankind ras4done, thought, gained, or been it is lying as
in -magic preservation Iii the pages of books.'!

.,.. . -
/

\
--Thomas Carlyle

15
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r-A. SHORT STORY

a

CbiectImes

The student will

LITERATURE/Short Story

1. Explain each of four types of conflicts (man against man,
man against nature, man against society, and man - against
himself) by citing examples frau short stories studied.

-

2. Demonstrate his understanding of characterization by ex-
plaining the relation of occupation to decisions made by
a protagonist in a short story. ,

.

3. Demonstrate his understafiding of the relation of occupation"
to life, style by citing examples from a short-story studied.,

4: Demonstrate his understanding of petsonal values by citing
examples .of the effect of personal values an decisions made
by a character in a story studied.,

1%

Career Application

In StagesIII, IV, and V, students are relating themselves to soci-
etal needs, focusing on realistic possibilities, and.acquiring skills,
habits, and attitudes that lead,Ukcompetence in areas of career choice.
Host important in all decision making V the. area of personal values and the
realistic,perception of self in relation to others as-well _as society
in general. Equally important in career choice is the underStanding of

. the interrelatedness of life style .to career choice. All of these areas-
are explored to some extent in the short Story. Within the traditional
defining of elements of plot, setting, characterization, point of view,
and them, students have the opportunity to explore'important career con»
ceptalthat may help them in making more valid decisions about themselves
as people as well as about viable alternatives in the world of work.

Activities

1. The student reads a short story of his choice and explains the type of
conflict upon which the plot was based.

.2. The student rewrites the ending of a short' storyi.read, making the
.alternate ending reflect a difference in values held by the protagon-
ist.

The student makes a college illustrating the basic conflict in a short
story read.

The student writes and enacts with other students a three - minute play
demonstrating the central conflict in a short story read.

20
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The student, re,:ords on tape a three-minute musical collage that illus-
,trates a short story read.

6. The student makes ,a three minute film illustrating a short story read.

7. The student rewrites a short story by shifting ,the point of view of
the speaker (froM first to third person or from one character to an-
other) and demonstrating the changes in perception of the conflict as
seen by a different speaker.

R. The student rewrites a short story in the journalistic style of a
Weight news story.

9. The student rewrites a short story in the "journalistic" style Of a-

movie magazine writer or a gossip columnist.

. 14. The student writes a projection of the central character ten years
into the ruture,"showing changes in values and life style that have
occurred.

Resources

Brooks, Cleanth, and others (eds.). Approach to Literature. New York:
". Appleton- Century - Crofts,, 1964.

Brooks, Cleanth, and Robert P. Warren. linderstandirls FictiCh. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts., 1959.

18.
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I-11. NOVEL

nbiectives

LITERAIURE/Novel

The student will

1.. Explain the changes that occur in specific characters in a
novel studied.

'2. Identity the values of the protagonist in a novel studied,
explaining how these affected his behavior and his deci-
sions, and indirectly.

3. Explain the relation between the occupation and life style
ofthree characters in a novel studied:-.

4.' Explain how changem in society and environmental conditions
affected thd liveand decisions of-major characters in a
novel studied.

Career Application

In Stages III, IV, and V, students are relating themselves to
societal needs, focusinon realistic possibilities, and acquiring akillb,
.hdbits, and attitudes that lead to competence in areas of career choice.
As explained .in applications of the ihort story:, the areas of personal "b

values:and realistic self-perception-tre.crucial factors in all-deci.-
-sion.making. Because of its length, the novel lends itself to d more
comprehensive analysis of character, conflict, and theme, as well as the
other elements of fiction. In "a novel, multiple events occur, each af-
fecting and being affected by the characters in the story line. Students
can see,relationships of cause and effedt ln greater detail than in the
short story and can come to understand the degrees.,. of complexity that
defines the life of each character being observed. Nothing is really
simple, and events and actions of others to a great extent delineate the
choicsi available tcany one person at any given time. In reading'a novel
students can learn to identify these factors in their.own lives as well
as.inthe lives of fictional characters. In understanding the forces that
shape their own lives and thi.choices over which they havegenuine'control,
they can then participate in valid decision-making at both the personal
and interpersonal level.

Activities

1. The student reads a novel and etpriins the central conflictin the life
of the protagonist.

2. The student re-structures the ending of a novel read, making the alternate
ending reflect a difference in values held by the protagonist.

22'
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3. Tho student makes a collage illustrating the basic conflict or one
of the central themes of a novel studied.

4.E. The student records on tape a three-minute musical collage that

illustrates a theuie of a novel read.

5. The student makes a three-minute film illustrating a theme.of a
novel read.

6 The student makes'a collago or poster illustrating the values held by
the protagonist that most direct affected his decisions.

'7. The student writes a projection of the central character ten years in
the future, reflecting changes that can be predicted on the basis of
his previous decisions.

8. The student identifies the major "turning pointo in the life of the
protagonist, and,then projects an entirely different series of events'
based upon a different decision at that turning point.

Resources

Brooks, Cleanth, and, others (eds.). Approach to Literature. New York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1964.

Brooks, Cleanth, and Robert P. Warren. Underatandink Fiction. New-York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959.

Gordon, Walter K. (ed.). Literature in CAticalePers_pectives: An'
Anthology'. New .York: Appleton4ectufy4rofts, 1968.

. - 23
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LITERATURE/Poetry
,

r,

1141 POETRY

Wectives

The 'student will
. .

I. Recognize poetry as a means ct enjoyable communication.

2. Recognize that poetry appeals to man's senses, his heart,
and his mind:

3. Hecognizeand analyze the many kinds of poetry and attempt
to produce models.df several.

4. Recognize figurative language in a eplected poem.

5. .Recognize word music in a selected poem (rhythm, rhyme,
meter, alliteration, and assonance).,

6. Identify poetry as a comment on humanvalue and as an
interpretation of life.

Career ADDLicatice

Career education is dedicated t9 the maximum development of the total:
individual--his attitudes, valUesr needs, and skills. A vital concept of
career education is that an understanding of one's seg is important throughout
life. ThtiNgh the study of poetry the "continuing revelation" (memerov,
"The Swaying Form: AProblem in Poetry"), the stuctent will gain aninsight
into what makes him the way he is and what makes others the may they are.
In addition'the student increases his understanding of career possibilities
and responsibilities, and extends,h0-appreciation of all kinds of work and
services,

Poetry presents a picture of the universe end,-ct man in all his anguish,
glory,'sorrow, joy, success:, and failure through the sensitive eyes of
Shakespeare, Marlowe, Donne, Thoreau, Dickinson, Numerov,.and a myridd
of other poets.

Activities
0

1. The student writes his favorite song. The class chbosed one song to
analyze for rhyme scheme, repetition, and allitiration.

k

2. The student lists TV jingles, word play-used in advertising, popular
slogans and mottos.

3. The student begins a personal poetry anthology. He includes writer's
definition of. poetry, his own definition, favorite quotahonss,tongss
and poems. He might illustrate his selections Or write a brief
explanation of their appeal..

21
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4. Students write together a class prophecy in rhyme: Musicians in the
class might set it to music.

5. Students discuss how they have known and loved good poetry 411 of their
lives.

6. The_student writes an original haiku, ballad, limerick, cinquain or ode.
He writes similes or metaphors to describe abstract words or terms such '-
as love, friend, being kind, having faith, etc.

7. The student lists all the things that remind of of afamiliar phenomenon

such as a rainbow:"

8. The student examines selected narrative poems by asking questions such as
as Am I prejudiced in any way toward work or a kind of work?
b. What view of man and his role in society is revealed in a particular

0
poem?

c. Can,' extend my evaluation of thecentral character to mankind in
general?

9. The student chooses or writes a poem expressing his feelings about his
role in life. He could record his interprqtation and play the tape
for his class:

10. Students hold a large group poetry
specific theme such as attitudes,

,presentation. Poetry could be on a
work, values, or needs. Background

music could be used. Presentation could be given to other classes.

11. The student reads Henley's "Invictus" and Milton's "On His Blindness."
He then compares the two poems is to theme, poet's attitude toward

and poet's response to adversity.. 4

12. Using Perrine's Sound andliglaft, the student finds the specifivpoems
to_illustrate _various metrical patterns, rhyme schemes, and .strnza
torma. ,

.

13. The student reads the passage from Macbeth beginning "Tomorrow and
tomorrow and tomorrowNss" The student notes that life is compared to: ,

. .

a. a candle ir
b. a shadow
c. a player # '

d. a,tale

He writes the emotional implications of these metaphors, showing which is

the bitterest and why. He comes to conclusions about the emotional
progressionor development of the passage.

14. The student .examines the diction
contribute to the poem's meaning

. statements by substituting other
'the meaning. .

of A poem and explains hot,/ key Words
and emotional force. Ht tests
words to see how.the changes affect

. 15. The student contrasts EMerson's view toward death in "Brahma" with
Bryant's in "Thanatopsis."

22
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16. Students re ord various poems.by Emily Dickinson and discuss how her
poems expres the theme of individuality.

17. The student ex ains, in a well - organized essay, the attitudes expressed ..',

in American poe by Bryant, Thoreau, Emerson, Whitman, Longfellow, . '

. ---.N. .

Dickinson, and G ne. -
* .

.

18. .The students identi 3. figures of sppach and poetical sound devices by
using selected portions of Proverbs,Fsslms, and Song of Soloman.

..

3,9. The student. chooses one of the following topics for poetry writing:
.

. . . %
Outdoor Monuments . .

The Grass Under My Feet
The Promise of a Seed
The Shapes Of'Snowflakes
THeUnfaithtul Friend

. ...

.

L.

Note to the Teacher: The following activities are suggested for college..
\ '\bound students.

. ::... ...

(). The student studies the medieval ballad and 'recognizes the,distinctiye
.0, qualities-of-the baflad. 4 :,'

\ '
21. %The student notes the importance of couplet in Shakespeare's

.

Sonnets and; the differences in mood in various Shakespearian sonnetk.
i, -

., . . . ,

22. They student, through a study of Beowulf, recogplzes.the combination
of Oysical strength, courage,. the desire 'to win personal rend., and
the higher motive of service to humanity -all jOinek tdgether in one man. ..

:' The student then comperes Beowuleto Superman, Evii Knievel,,or
.

Mohammed Ali. o ,
. . .

..
\

-
. ,

. . .
,

23: By studying Donne's ,philossophy or Milton's emphasis on,politioal'andi
religious trends ,in the seventeenth century, or by lippraisinrthe
nineteenth century thought of theRomantIce(WOrdsworth, Lamb, Scott,
Byron, SW-ley, or Keats), the student learns torecogoile the ways
thatdcmestic disasters, political upheaval, religious conflict, and
intellect4arturmoil contribute to literary effoits.

\
.

..-.

24. The student'compares contemporary poetry to the poetry of:other'.
periods. (The messages contained in the words of contemporary songs -
are not to be, ignored). .

.

\ °
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Resources A. BOOKS

doff, Arnold.' ,I Am 1.1'4 Darker Brother: An Anthology, of Modern Poems
hy Black Americans: Riverside, N: J.:' Macmillan Company, 1970.

. Armour, Richard. Armoury.of Light Verse. Boston Branden Press, Inc.,
1962.

-

Auden, W. H. (ed.):. Oxford 421Be of:Light Verse. Fair Lawn,. N. J.:

4 Oxf,orcOniveraity Press, Inc., 1938..
.

Benedict, Stewart H. A Teacherts Guide 12 Poetry. New York: Dell.

Publishing Co....1969;-"

4>

Brooks, Cleanth, and Robert P. Warren. Understanding Poetry. New York:
Holt, Reinhart and Winston, 1960..

Ciardiolohn. How Dogs A Poei Mean. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1960.

Mid-Century American Poets. New York: Twayne Publishers.

Cole, William (ed.). Story Poems New and Old. Cleveland: World, 1951;

Drew, Elizabeth. Poetry: A Modern Guide To Its Understanding and EnAmr-
mil. New York: Dell Publishing Po., 1959..

Dunning, Stepheri. Teaching.Literature to Adolesdents, Poetry. Atlanta:

Scott, Foresman, and Co.,

Ferlinghetti, Lawrence. Back Roadi To Far Places. New York,: New Dire° -

tions Publighing Corp., 1971. -

,
Hohn, Max T. (ed.). Stories In Verse. New York: Odyssey, 1961.

'Hughes, Langston (ed.). New thast Poets: U.S.A. Bloomington, Ind,:
'Indiana University Press,' 1964. , .

MacLeish4thibald. Poetry and Experience. Baltimore: Penguin Books,
Inc., 1963.

1

Matthiessen, L. O. (ed.). Oxford Ili* of American Verse. Fair Lawn, N.J.:
Oxford University Press, 1950.

Murray, Alma, and Robert Thomas (eds.). The Search. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Scholastic Book Services, 1971

Perrine, Lawrence. Sound and-Sense:' An Introduction 1.2, Poetry. New York:
Harcourt, 1963.

Surlier-Couch, Author (ed.). Oxford, Book of English Verse. Fair Lawn, N:4.;
Oxford University Press, 1939.

Randal, Dudley (ed.) elAack Poets.. New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1971.
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Shapiro, Karl. American Poetry. New York: Thames Y.-Crowell, Co., 1960.

. (ed.). Prose au to Modern Poetry.. Scraton, Pa.: Harper and
Row Publishers, Inc., 1962.

. Selected Poems. Westminster, Md.: Random House, Inc., 1968.

Prosody Handbook. Scranton, Pa.: Harper and Row Publishers, Inc.,
1965.

Shawn, John, and Prudence Dryer. .1floking:mdth'Poetry. Cambridge, Mass.:
Educators Publishing Service, Inc.

Tintermeyer, Louis (ed.). Story Poems. New York: Pocket Books, 1961.

Wagner, Jean. Black Poets of the United States: From Paul Lawrence Dunbar
to Langston Hu es. by Kenneth Douglar-urbams, Ill.:
University ofIllinois Press, 1963

Wards, Herman (ed). Poems for Pleasure. .New York: Hill and Wang, 1963.
(Poetry related to science and mathematics.)

Williams, Oscar (ed.). Imthortal Poems 21. the English Language. Nei York:
Simon and Schuster.

. (ed.). Alls Pocket pgst21 Modern, kill. New York: 'Washington
Square Press, 1958.

00

Yeats, William B. Oxford Book of Modern, Verse, 1892-1935 Fair Lams, N. J.:
Oxford University Press, 1936. .

B. Films

* Films available through the Louisiana State Department of Education regional
film libraries.(

1342em (5minUtes B&W) Dist:ributor: Films, Inc., Wilmette, Ill.

Agges.Shoulditi Mesh » kall (20 minutes color)' Distributor: EMI
Productions, Kansas City, Mo.

Poems of Lewis Carroll (13 minutes color)
New York, N.Y.

Poems of jail? Whitman (11 minutes color)
New York N.Y.

Line Lai (29 minutes B&W)
ton, Ind.

P oet at Lobas (13 minutes
Calif.

-The Poet's Ems: A Tribute To Shakespeare (20fminutes color) Distributor:

Distributor: McGraw-Hill Textfilms,

Distributor: McGraw-Hill Taxtfilss.

Distributor:" Indiana Audio-Visual Center, Blouning-

;

color) Distributor: Black Lion Productions, Carmel,

28 26
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McGraw-Hill Textfilms, New York, N.Y.
.

PoetryAllen Guinsberg and Lawrence Perlinghetti (30 minutes B&W) Distrib-
utor: Indiana University Audio-Visual renter, Bloomington, Dad.

Poetry--Anne SextOn (30 minutes BUN) Distributor: Indiana University,Audio-
Visdal Center, Bloomington, Ind.

Poetry, for Mee (15 minutes color) DistribUtor: Giover-Jennings Productions,
Monterey, Calif.

Poetry, for Christmas (15 minutes color) Distributor:'.- Grover-Jennings Pi.oduc-
tions, Monterey, Calif.

The Poetry of C. C. Oden (10 minutes color) Distributor: .Media Plus, Inc.,
New York, N.Y.

Poetry: The ,Art of Words (18 minutes co lior) Joshua -Tree Productions; New
York, N.Y.

Poetry: Te. Essence of .122Lng Human (18 minutesi color) Distributor: McGraw-
Hill Tartfilms1 NewYork, N.Y. oo

Poetry --Solkly Kinds (114. minutes color). Distributor: Coronet Instructional
Films, Chicago, Ill. * .

/,
. , . .

Poetry To Grow On (19 minutes olor) Distributor: Groyer,BroduOtions, Mon-
terey, Calif.

Poetry: William Carlos Williams: (30.minutes seal Distributor:
University Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.

, .

Poetry: The Worldls Voice'(26minutes color) Distributor: University of

In diens

Iowa A-V Center, Iowa City, Iowa.

Alhat Is Poetry? (10 minutes color) Distributor:. BPA Diucational,Media,
Santa Monica, Calif.

11.
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II b. DRAMA

Oblectivet

The student will
. .

- LII'ERAVIRE/Dram,

1. Discover. and analyze common themei found in dramas of dif-
ferent periods ("Making Choices," "Identity Crisis " "Over -
caning Obstacles," "Accepting Responsibility," "Alienation--
No Man Is an "Making the Meet of Our Opportuni-'
ties," etc.).

2. Recognize the various functions of )ialogue (moving the
action forward, revealing tone 'mood; setting; and--
especiallytheme and character).

. 3. Identify common characteristicsespecia4y the effect of
career choices7-in modern dramas and compare them to real
life situations the student has experienced.

4. Identify types of conflict in dramas and analyze the causes
of the conflict in the charactqr as they relate to career
choices and to his attitudes'add beliefs toward himself and
society.

p+.

'5. Recognize that social, religious, political,, and economic
fac tors. have influenced the style, form, and content of the
dramatic literature of a-particular period.

6. Identify the major types of dramatragedy, comedy, farce,
spectacle, fantasy, allegoryand the different stylea.of
dramarepresentationalfpresentational and/or realistic/non-,
realistic.

7. Recognize the various careers in the dramatic arts and the
interrelationship of these careers.

Career Annlication

The student should realize that a irrsonis'character, knowledge,
interests, attitudes, and talents affect career choice and that rersons
are suited for different careers. Ha should realize that a career or
occupation influences a person's outlook on life. In many dramas the
student will be able to see the effect of making an unwise careerjohoice
or of having no choice in selecting a career. In studying drama the student
will be exposed to the various occupational possibilities in the theater.
The study' of drama, since it is directly concerned with the WHY's of
human behavior, is an excellent way of introducing concepts of self-discovery,
awareness, and motivation.'



Activities

1. The student writes a theme comparing the conflict of illuion vs.
reality in Macbeth and itgalof a Salewilan. (Other plays such as
The Glass Menagerie could also be used).

2. The student rewrites scenes from period plays into modern language
keeping ehaiacter motivation the same.

3. The studefit compares.thmmas. in period and modern plays with thole of
contemporary situations, ,

4: The_stullent2mrites-a-lmodku-iiitO6iography of one 'of the major c haracters
a play.
O

.

5. The student writes an interior dialogms.(lines characters might be
thinking but not speaking aloud) of a scene` or scenes in a' plat..,

o 4

6. The student writes short stories or newspaper articles in dialogue
form to illustrate revelations of dialogue.

7. The student discusses the answers to questions of understanding
character. (What kind of a person is he? Whyle.he that kind of
person? How do ,you know(clues)? How has his occupation
affected. his life? What is his main motivation in a particular
scene? in life? etc.).

.1

S. The student 'compares the types'Of conflict illustrate4 in two modern
plays and evaluates the realism of the conflict with what be knows of
conflict in life.

9. ,Students research and give oral reports individually or ins group
on background material of a particular period of drama. After reading.

plays fray the particular period, the studetita discuss the ways in
which the works were influenced by the time in which they were written.

10. The student reads various plays and classifies them according to type
and style.

11. The student reads and copares /contracts a classical and a modern
tragedy. (Oedipus Rex, Depth of a Salesman).

1(

12. The student writes a theme providing whether or not a particular
modern play fits into'Aristotlels definition of tragedy.

13. Students visit a local theater and interview persons connected with ii.

(artistic designer, director, make -up artist, etc.). ..
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15. Students invite community resource people who have worked with the
theater to speak on career offerings.

16. Students creatively experiment with the work of persons connected
with the theater. After studying a play, in crass, they

a. design programs, costumes, sets, make-Up, lighting;
b. build actual miniature sets;
c. stress dolls in costumes they have des igned and made;

..d. write critical, reviews of a play seen on stage;
e. write original music bailed .on the theme of a play studied;
f...act out scenes free a play studied; or
g. choreograph movement to appiroptrate scenes imam play s.

17. After viewing a play, students discuss the eff'ectivenesi of scenery.,
props, make-up, costumes, lighting, directing, acting.

Resources

A. Books

Archer, William. The Old Drama and the New. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1923.

Baker, George Pierce. Dramatic Techniiue. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1919.

Bentley, Eric. The Dramatic Event: An A,mericanChronicle. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1956.

. T he Playwright as. a Thinker. New York: Regnal and
Hitchcock, 1966:

Churman, Darold. The Fervent Years. New York: Hill and Wang, Inc"
1957.

. The. Naked Ina*: Riverside, Macmillan Company, 1966.

Esslin,- Martin. The Theatre of the Absurd. Garden 'City, New York:

Anchor, 1961.

Freytag, Gustay. The Techriiaue of thei Drama. trans. E.J.MacEvan.
Chicago: Scott, Forealaan, 1894.

4

Gassner, John. Masters of the Drama. New York: Random:Mouse, 1953

A Guide to pl.ax, Selection. 2nd ed. New York: 'Appleton-Century-Crofts,

1958. . -

Hatlen, Theodore W. (ed.). Drama:- Principles and Dm. New York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971.
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Hodgson, John (ed.). The Uses AgDrama. Methuen,_1972.
.

Johnson, Albert and Bertha Johnson. To See A A Priker for plaproers.

Cranbury, N:J.t A.S. Barnes,and'Co., 1972

Johnson, Stanley, .(and'others.). The pia and the Reader. Englewood Cliffs,

N.J.: Prentice -Hall, 1971,

Jones, Robert Edmond. Dramtia Imeglnation. New York: Duell, Sloan, and'

Pierce, 1941.

'MacGowari, Kenneth and William Melmitz. The Liking amt. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1955.

gichollAllardyce. The Development of the Theatre. New York: Harcourt

Brace, 1967.

Ornstein, Robert. hakes care in thii Classroom. 'Urbana Educational
Illustrators, 19,0.

Reaske, Christopher. Russell. How to Analyze Drama. Monarch Prins, 1966.

Roberts, Vera Mowry. The Nature, of Theatr?. New York: Harper and Row;
1971,

Scholes, Robert and Carl H. Klaus. Elements 2 Drama. Fair Lawn,
Oxford University Press, Inc., 1971.

Shank, Theodore. The Art of Dramatic Art. New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc.

Webster, Margaret. Shakespeare Without Tease New York: Fawcett, 1957.

/3. Films

The following is a partial listing of films of plays which maybe rented
from commercial distributors, if they are not available at the parish
library,or resource center. .

The Cherry Orchard
Cyrano de Bergerac
Death of a Salesman
The Devil and Daniel Webster
The Devil's Disciple
A DOTITTROUse
Hamlet
jiltT Inspector General

Julius Caesar
Macbeth, -

The Male AniMal
21 Scotland

Mourning Becomes Electra
Oedipus Rex
OLtr Town

Richard III
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C. Recordings

LITERATURE/Divas.

Anthony and ,Cleopatra - Caedann SR-235
As You Like it - Spoken Word SWAM
cYrano de Bed - Capitol W-283 /
Death of I Se lesmiip - Decca WP 102 -
Everyman - Caedmon - 1031_-

Hittag- V - Londbn A 2

de. '
r° : ts:Hamlet .- Victo1M .... .. ....._

The Importance of Being Earnest, - Angel B 3504
The Inspector beneral, - American Society Recorded Drama- 108-
u. - Victor U) 6975 .

ju,Caseat - Caedmon SR 230 .

The Lady's NA :t) Mm kg - Decca SU' 110
Macbeth4 Victor IM 6010 .
Merchant* of Venice - Caedmon SR 2013
A Midsummer Night's DLtia - Caeduton SR 208
Oedipus Rex - Caedmon TC 2012 -4

..

The Glass Menagerie - Caedmon TRM 301
The Rivals - Caedmon TC 2020'
Romeo mi. Juliet Caedmon SR 228 ..

-..Saint Joan -.Victor Lee 6133
Twelfth Night - Caedmon SR 213
A Win l'aL - Caedmon SR 214

Dr. Plays

The following is a partial listing of ploys dealing with occupational
choices and discovery/awareness of self, others, and caumunity.

All hy Sons.
Death of a Salesman
A Donis limek
The Effect, A am. an on-Man-in_-the-Noon'Meirigolds
llni Lnme People :

The Glass Menagerie
Hamlet
Hedda Gabbier
In Another Eat of. 1.11 Forest,
The Little Fates
Macbeth
The &Lite z Builder
De Miracle, Worker
Oedipus Rex.
Othello
Oar Town
Rhinoceros,
The San_dba
A !i tzsa Ida Bridge
In. White Ameria
Winterset,

A

111
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Objectives,

The student will

.

10.

LITARATURE/Non-Piction

NON- FICTION

4

1. Recognize, classify, and analyze non-fiction.

2. Trace the historical development of the essay.

3. Recognize and analyse notable essays of great writers.

4. Analyze and. explain the various essayists' treatment of a
given subject.

5. Study the biography and autobiography as forms ofinon-fiction..

6. Recognize and show supportive evidence of the biograPheili
attitude toward his subject. ..6

7. Recognize techniques used by the biographer to reflect
accurately the personality of his subject.

8. newspaper and magazine articlesby:bxem-
ining the editorial policies of a magazine, studying the
author's competence in writing authoritatively, and investi-
gating the side of . controversial issue other than that
favored by the writer.

Im Application

In his studies of real-peop/e in real situations, the student is made
awAre.of the many career possibilities available to him. It is here, too,
that he will be able to explore and appraise the interests,' attitude abili-
ties, needs, and values of Cicero, Mark Twain, -Thoreau, Buckley, orJim Kiick..
This experience has great value to him in hia search for his self-identity.

The study of non-fiction; in an easy and natural manner, engages the
student in activities which promote skill development. He is given an oppor-
tunity to develop skills of reading, listening, thinking, writing, and speak-
ing while studying the political, social, or economic,problems of a person,
an ethnic group, a nation, or an era.

, Activities

1.' The following suggested activities on the essay should be assigned at
the beginning of the unit. This will make it possible for a student
to work on his notebook daily and also to compile a non-fiction booklet
which he will submit for evaluation at the end of the untt. His note-

4
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book will include the following:

a. An inisoduction to the essay.
'b. Titles of all non-fiction-works read, with a personal evaluation of

each, and the authOr's purpose for writing the selection.
c. A criteria for evaluating magazines(good, average, trash).
d. A brief'description_of a minimum of twenty-five magazine articles.
e. A vocabulary section in which he defines the vocabulary words assigned .

for each,selection. (He writes the key phrase, then rewrites the phrase
using-a synonym for the word.)

f. A brief review of one non-fiction-book:
Samples of the following types _of non - fiction or exoerpts Fran them
should be included.
a.

b.

c.

Essay
Fable
Interview

j.

k.

Documents
°Journals

Book Review
d. Maxim 1.' Biography
e. Parable m. Autobiography

f. Sermon n. Speech -

g.

h.

Criticism
Letters

o. Editorials

2.- Given two selections, one fiction and one non - fiction, -the student reads
and lists the basic differences between'fiction and non-fiction, answer-
ing such questions as the following:

t a. What is the author's purpose?
.b. What type of:fiction or non-fiction is it?
c.' What is the general idea developed in each work read?
d.. By that method did the author develop the subject?
.e. How did you feel about the literary aelection.
f. Were characters involved? Who were the important ones? Were they

real or imaginary? . ti

g. Are specific, places mention in the literary selection for arpurpose?
h. Would the material be helpful to most students?
i. How would you rate the artistic quality of the work?

3. The student defines the terms formal and iiiformak as they apply to dress,
letters, language, .furniture, etc. Then given selected essays, formal
and informal, the et dent answers ouch questions as:

- a. Was the essay in an 'essay anthology?
b. Wis there an introduction to the essay?
c. Did the essay start out\as if the author was writing to you?
d. What is the subject of the essay?
e. What are the main ideas de loped by the author?
f. How are credits given for re erences used?
g. Fran the contents, would you edge the author to be a professional

writer?
h. Did the author's style of writin interest ybu? Why?

'i. What about the author's style dist guishes it as formal or informal?
j. What is the purpose of the'formal es ay?
k. How does the author state hii.theme?

I. What information did.the essay give yqu?\

36
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1177,RATORE/Von-riction

1

R4 Was there any humor? How vies it used?
n. Were there any unusual words used?
o. Did you have,to consult your dictionary? Illustrate.
p. What were the examples of concreteness?

(1) sight (2) sound (3) smell (4) 'taste' (5) touch .

q. What type of formal, essay did you read? Was it a .review, an editor-

-1, ;:'ial, a column, a news story or what?
r

r. Discuss the following questions.
(1), What is the theme of the essay?
(2) Which one of the key words pointed to the central idea?
(3) Did you find unity and coherence?
(4) Were thereevidences of force or indignation? Cite examples.

4. Given a descriptive essay to read, the student points out specific ex-
amples of how the writer recreates and shares his impressions of places,
things, persons or experiences through the use of vivid details.

5. The student discusses specific techniques used by the author to make
his essay effective.

a. Length and type of sentence used.
b. Figurative language.
c. , Comparis ion.
A. Phrases or details that create tOlumorous effect.

6. After reading an assigned narrative essay, the student answers orally or
in writing such questions as the following:

A

a. What basic comment on life does the author make?
b. Were the events in the narrative real or imagined?
c. What were the author's special techniques?

7. After reading an assigned expository essay, the student points out in
oral discussion or in writing, the author's purpose. He explains the
use of expository techniques such as:

a. definition
b. examples

c. comparisioniand-obarast
A. logical reasoning,
e. figurative Language
f, humot-

g. *wit.

8. After reading an assigned essay, the student states the author's purpose;
- He identifies, by citing specific passages from the selection, words,

examples, and authorities chosen by the author to convince the reader.

9. The student reads selected examples of such writers as Plato, 'beaus,
Cicero and Montaigne.

10.. The student reads essays from the Bible: "Who Can Find a Virtuous Woman"
and "The Greatest of These is Love."



.-
11. The student, reads examples of non-fiction byearly British writers

such as, E. M. Forster, Daniel Defoe; Samuel Peru, Sir Thomas-Moore,
and Samuel Johnson. He notes such qualities as; autfieoll-ityle, tone,
purpose and literary form.

12. The student read selected examples of non-fiction by early American
writers such as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry Divid Thoreau.

13. The student reads humorous essays from Leacock, Thurber, or ot4er
humorists.

14.. The student reads articles frau the editorial page of the paper by
. Buchwald, lokley, Anderson, Rafferty,-andothers.

O

15. Given selected essays, the student.. -reads and analyzes the essay of
classical writers.

Examples:
"Rome's Natural Advantages" - Cicero
'!The Great .Fire" - Tecitus

"The Death of Socrates" -,Plato

er,

16. Students analyze essays on what it means to be an American, and write
their personal views on the same subject'.

Example:
"What is an American?" St. John. de grevercmir

.(Prom Letters of an Americark Farmer)
"What's Happening to America?" John Steinheck.

17. The student writes an essay agreeing or disagreeing; with this quotation
by John Steinbeck. "We are a restless, dissatisfied, a searching people."

Career Point to'Stress:

Super-industrialism in the United States has lead to high]$ mobile
society. This mobility influences all aspects of life's work.

- 18. The student reads an assigned number of biographical sketches from
Modezm_ado Biographies or a comparable anthology. tieing a.check
list,-te evaluates the biography according to authenticity (noting
bibliography and'tethniques used) and the biographer's, relationship
tq his subject (noting whether the biographer had a natural affinity
for his subject, and *ether or not the writer was qualified to write
about the subject.)

19. The student.selects, reads, and reports on a biography or autobiography
using_the following guidelines:

Author:
c

Biography
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,

Orginization

. How many pages are .in the' book?

' How many chapters are there? .

Who or' what are the following?

Publisher"
Date of publi.cation
Illustrator

Contents

Of whom did the author write?
Why was the author interested in this person, in the biography?
Did the author know the !subject of the biography? .

Were Where any fictional qharacteis in the book?

- 20. The student participates in a panel discussion which centers on the
occupation of thesubject in his biography, discussing such things sit.

a. When did the subject decide to choosit this career?
b. What preparation did the subject make for his career?
c. What obstacles did the'subject encounter?
d. How 'aid he overcome those obstacles?
e. Did the 'subject enjoy the kind of work he was doing?

21. The student participates in a "Guess *o" "quiz in which a series of clues
are given'until.someone can guess each .of,the subjects of the biography
read. ,(The career of the person is a'najor clu

22. The student writes character 4ketches of pelple.whom he admires in real
life.

23. The student complies a list of various areas(sports, entertainment,
military, general adventure, science , etc.) and lists famous contemporary
pedple in each field, :

24. After discussing 4 number of biographies students play agame of
chronology, "Who could have knpwn whom?" Mcmnplei. "Could Washington
have known Lincoln?").

.

25. After reading selected autobiographies, the student writes al,autObiog
,raphy,

26, The student answers questions about a biography as folloWs:

.

a. How well does theJaiographer know the person' he Is writing about?
In what sense does he know hire

0 -
(1) -Does he know the person as a fantil,ymember-m a close friend?

, (2). Does he know his subject through research?

'39 .
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(3) ,'Does he rea14 know w4Ot things the persOn is interested in,
his customs, his attitudes, his habits?

\

b. Whcit is the author's attitude toward his subject ?'

(1) lifts he make his subjecirtoo good to i.414 human being?
(2) Does he seem bent on showing faults or shortcomings of his

subject?
.01 Did he attempt to include all the important information about

I
his subject?

s . .,,-.

c. What character traits does the Author emphasize? How:does he do so?
. 4 .

..,

(1) 'Does he depict his 'determination, courage and kindness?
(2) Does he show his interest in the lives of others

.
or in some

area'of life?

d. What incidents from the person's life does the author include? Are
there any significant se4tions of the person's life unaccounted for?
If so, why do think the author omitted these? (Author selects
what to includ )

:

#

e. Does the person "came to life" as you read? b
.

f. Is the person a good subject for a biography?

27. The student writes a charcter-analysis, and plans for a dramatization
in which different class members act out the role of the subject of the
biography or autobiography at different stages of his life.

28. The student filids jobs for the'people in the biography or autobiography
he is reading . He needs to know the characters. He asks:

,4.

a. What do they de? b. When do they do it? O. What qualities are
needed for the job?

29. Choosing three of the biographies' read, the student explains.sione,of
the specific devides used bythe'biographers to:reveal their pulljeets.

a. How is the, presentation similar to that fOUnd in a short stary or a
novel?

.b. Did the author use narration and vivid descriptive language which -

made the reader see, hear, feel, valaC'Was taking place?
c. Did setting and atmosphere lend to the suspense?
d. Was the author's iocabularra.contributing factor in presenting a

-real.,-active and interesting person?
e. Did the author's choice of words and sentence structure help you

-understand the subject better? Cite examples.

30: The students select several characters from iltersture and discuss the
way they do or do not 141m-together with understanding, their pecular-
ities, their approach to problems, their personalities and qualities,
and their attempts, at self improvement.

V' 40
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Lrl'ERATURE/Non-Fict ion- .

31. The student writes how each reading experience has helped him to iden-
tify his abilities% apptitudes, interests and personal characteristics.

32. The students discuss various character in literature and their effect
on their lives of such influences as their, home. and family life, their
friends and neighbors, their -jobs, their cultural interests, their
country and its politics, the social problems of their time, and their
education.

P

33. The student writes about the effect on his life of school, friends., home
and family life, his country and its politics, social and economic probes
leas', educational and career plans, cultural interests, and school and
community activities.

34. The students discuss characters and events in non-fiction for the purpose
of developing an awareness of values, attitudes, character traits, and
behavior? and an awareness of the importance of values in palming for
the eutUre.

.4 .

35. The students discuss the personal characteristics of creativity, cooper -
ion, industry, curiosity, neatness, sense of humor, originality, and

poise, using real characters to exemplify these traits. They show how
the characteristics are fostered by the study of literature, 04 how
the traits recognized contribute to success in the world of work. The
students rate themselves on each of the personal characteristics and
get evaluations from parents, teachers, and friends. To evaluate for
self-analysis and self- improvement, the students write an:essay on
their strengths and weaknesses.

36.' The student readw'several-reviews in a periodical such as the Saturday
Review World, the New Yorker, or New York Times and discuss passages
that onality as literary criticism.

37. The students writes an essay on what a visitor from another country might
see in his (the student's) hometown. He considers the things that are,
unique to the area, as well as the luxuries, houses, major sources of

'income, climate,-customs, etc.

38. The student selects a person from history or contemporary life. who' 'its
Emerson's definition of a noncomformist in "Self Reliance" and writes
an essay showing how the person fulfills the requirements.

39. Students preparea bulletin board display to illustrate Thoreau's
visual imagery in Walden.

40. The student writes a characterization of a teacher, a friend, or a rela-
tive, a pet or a neighbor.

41. The student writes a one-page essay describing eituations in which he is
part of a minority and situations in which hi/tart of a majority.

tat.. The student makes a study of irony in the larious forms of non-fiction.
He lf.ssifies the various ironical tones,in there context and places the

41'L,
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examples in categories of gentle, lighthearted, thought-provoking,
. bitter, or vicious.

Resources

Barrows, Marjorie Wescott. The American Exnerience: -Non-fiction. New York:
Macmillan, 1968.

Benedict, Stewart H. A Techerts,Guide XSeniortUdi Literature.

Berkley, James, and others., The Literature 91 America. Dallas: L.W. Singer
Co;.,-1969.

. The Literature a. England. Dallas: L. . Singer Co., 1969.

. Patterns of Literature. Dallas: L.W. Singer Co., 1969. .,

Braum, Alice C., Designs In Non-fiction. New York: 'flaming* Co., 1968.

Chase., Mary Alen. Values in Literature. Dallas: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1965.

Christ, Henry I. Modern Short Biographies. New York: Globe Book Co., Inc.,
1970.

Cline, Jay,and Ken Williams. Voices in Literature, Language and Composition.
Boston: \Ginn and Co., 1969.

Dean, Leonard F,,and others .K rjaz of Language. Fair Lawn, N.J.: fiord
"University Press, 1971.

Evans, Verde. trap of Liteilture. .136stomas Ginn and Co, 1964.

Freidman, Norman, and Charles A.McLaughlin.', Rhetoric at 2.412.1,
Boston: Little, Brown and Co.,

Gordon, Edward J. Introduction to Literatuie.tallas: Ginn and Po., 1964:

Green Jay, and Murray Boaerg.(eds.). World-wide Essays. New York: Globe
Book Co., Inc. r

Hoopoe, Ned E. (ed..). WhoAk I ? Essays on the Alienated. New York: pall,
1970,

Hopkins, Ernest J. (ed.). The Ambrose Bierce Sataac Reader. New York:
Doubleday, 1968.

Kneer, Leo B. Man.in Literature. Dallas: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1970.

Orwell, George. A Collection, a: Essays. Newi York: Doubleday, 1964.

Pooley, Robeit C,, and others. Outlook,Through Literature. Dallas: SCott,
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Poresman, and Co., 1964.

LITERATURE/Non-Fiction

Porter .Andrew J., and Hebry L. Terrie. American Literature.
Ginn and Co., 1964.

Silberstein, Susanne, and Marion Selddne. Sense and Stele: The Craft of theCr a=6 100.
'Essay. Hew York: Random Rouse, Inc.

Spitler, Robert E. (ed.). .Selected Essays, Lectures and Poem of Aga
Waldo Emerson. New York: Washington Square Press, 1954. °

'ells, Celia Townsend. Prose. and Essay. Boston: Houghton Niiffltn Co.,
1962.

O
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LrIERAIVRE/Mytholov

. II-F MYTHOLOGY

Objectives

L

The student will

I. Demonstrate by identifying mythological characters from several
cultures, (Greek, Norse, Egyptian, Roman, etc.).a knowledge of '

mythology as an expression of the human spirit, which cuts
across cultural lines without concern for either time or place.

2. Increase his vocabulary by researching and defining a list of
words or expressions with mythological origins, oommonly%used
in our language today anium, nuptial,,kitanic, Midas touch,
and martial).

3. Develope an awareness of the extensive use of mythology in.the
field of advertising by compiling a list of products and listing"
the characteristics attributed to the mythological oharacterlfor
whom the product is named (Herculon carpet, Atlas tires, Aphrodi
sia perfume) .

4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the use of mythology in scientific
fields such as the space program..

5: Recognize the influence of mythological characters in the field
of medicine.

6. Develops an awareness of the use of mythicalithemes in literary
writers.

. Recognize the influence of mythology on the arts.

8. Understand the significance of mythology in the tourist business
(Mardis Gras).

9. Explain the role of mythology in the cosmetic industry.

Career AO ulication

01

The development of effective reading,.writing, and speaking skills,
as well as, the exploration and development of artistic skills' have career
implications for all five stages of the Career Concepts Sequential Plan.
The influence of mythology, legends, and fables on contemporary culture,
particularly in the areas of science, medicine, advertising, literary
endeavors, religion, the, arts, and the entertainment fields can be under-
stood to some degree by almost any student, grades K-12. What elementary
or secondary student, for example, through the medium of television or by
actual experience, has not been exposed to: `the careers embodied in the
technology of a space shot; the distances traveled by "The Plying Red Horse"
the kaleidoscopic view of the zoo floor covered With Herculor carpet, or
the indescribable gaiety and frivolity of arMardi Gras perade

44
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In addition to the opportunities for skill development, in thinking,
speaking; reading, and writing, the student will have opportunities to

, examine in depth the qualities of the mythological and legendary characters
which have meaning for career education at all levels.

Activities

1. The student reads the sectiaof the October 1974 issue "Arts andtpmlit

in which the concept of mythology is explained. g,

2. The student writes a paragraph explaining the influence of Greek mythology

on his own culture today.

3. The student explains the function, if any, served by mythology in a

given society.

4. The student differentiates among the terms; myth, legend, and fable by

explaining. and giving an example of each.

5. The student uses several §eperate works to illustrate the different re
current themes or patterns in myths, Iagends, dnd fables.

6: The student finds the mythological origins of the following words:

a. geography
b. aphrodisiac
c. /Web
A. uranium
e. nuptial
f. titanic
g. June
h. Mercury
i. vulcanize
j. martial
k. erotic

(Many more words can be added as the teacher sees fit).

7. Students locate the origins of the following terms, and then tell the
stories to the rest of the class:

a. Pandora's bdx
b. Cupidts bow
c. Midas touch
*d. Achilles heel
e. Odyssey
f. Merlin, the Magician

(Additional weds and terms can be added to this list as the teacher
desires. )
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LITERAIUREAythology

8. The student creates a myth, using a wide variety of sentence
. structure.

9. The student assumes the role of a newspaper reporter, and writes
ri "gossip column" such as might have been written during mythological
times.

10. The student writes'a column of advice ("Dear-Abby" or "Action Please")
to gods and goddesses.

11. The student creates a short oneact play similar tp Shaw's Pygmalion
by taking a myth and giving it a contemporary setting.

12. The student writes an exposition of how he, as a god, created
something.

13. Th4 student writes a mandate, as if he were Zeus, to be carried out
by one of the lesser sods'because of some bad things the god has
done.

14. Students learn the names of the twelve Olympic gods of Greek mythology
along with'their Raman counterparts.

15. Students cite examples which show how people pursuing advertiSini t
careers use myths in their work.

16: The student lists and explains several mythological expressions
used in the medical field (psyche, erotic behavior, Oeidpus
complex, etc.).

17. The student explains, with examples, how science and technology
have. utilized mythology in the space program:"

18. The student gives examples of major" events in today's society illet
capitalize on mythological characters (Mardi Gras, Olympic games,
etc.), and explains how these events are reliated to the economy
of both a community and an individual.

19. Students"read and prepare oral reports on the following works by
. writers who ,used mythical themes

a. Poseidon Adventure
b. 2001: A biz. Odyssey
c. The Human Comedy
d. Ulyrsses t

e. Betmeen Tine Timbuktu

(Additional title's can be provided as the teacher sees fit).



20. Students, working individually' or in groups, describe and explain
(using either pictures, slides, or posters) three works of art
(painting, sculpture, or pottery) that are related to myths.

21. The student writes several paragraphs explaining the influence
of childhood in shaping the character and/or careers of Bacchus:,
George Washington Carver, David, and Marilyn Monroe.

22. Students give examples of fictional'ftsuperheroes" used by the
writers of comic strip! and canio books An our culture today.

23. Students prepare a simulated courtroom scene presided over by
Zeus, in which one of the gals` has failed to complete a major
construction project according to contract specifications.
(A number of students will be involved as jurors, defendant,
judge, spectator, bailiff, etc.).

24. Students prepare a'feast to which they will. invite Zeus and the
other revered gods goddesses from Mount Olympus. _Each god/goddess
will dress in his her best formal attire. Appropriate.entertainment
will .be provided by-eeieeted gods /goddesses of a .lower rank in the
mythological social order.

Resources

A. Books

Aesop's, Fables. New York: taicer, 1968.

Asimonv, Isaac. Words From the 1=1; Boston: Houghton - Mifflin, 1961.

Bulfinch, Thomas. Bullfinch's Mythology. New York: Thanes Y. )ramoell, 1970.

Coolidge, Olivia. Greek wk. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1951.

Corrigan, Robert W. (ed.). Aesch lus: The Orestes Trilogy and ,?ramstheus
Bound. New York: Dell, 19 5.

Evslin, Bernard. Heroes jat Monsters, ofpnuENWII. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Scholastic Book Services, 1970.

. The Adventures of Ulysses. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Scholastic
Book Services, 1971.

and Others. The Greek, Gods. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Scholastic

Book Services, 1967t

Fisher, Carl. The mAils and /ascends of Greece. Dayton, Olio: Pflawn, 1968.

Grant, Michael. Myths of the Greeks ALOIROmans. Nei York: World Publishers,
1962.

Graves, Robert. Qt22kfigkiing Heroes. New York: Dell, 1965.
P
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LITERATURE/Mythology

Graves, Robert. The Greek Myths. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1955.

Hamilton,.Edith. The Creek Ma. New York: W. W. Norton, 1964.

. The Greek Way to Western Civilization. New York: New merican
Library.

. Msrthologz.. New York: New American Library, 1942.

Ma rinds ;111Iierre (ed. ) . Myttioloxy(. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1972.

Rose, Herbert J. A Handbook of Greek Mythology. New York: E. P. Datton
and Co., 1959.

Potter, Robert H. ohs -and Folk Tales Around the World. New York: Globe
' Book Company, 1971.

Rouse., W. H.D. Heioes, Gods and Mo., New York: Mentor Press, 1957.

Stanford, Barbara. Myths and Modern Man. New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1973.

B.\ Films

Search for Ulysses (53 minutes color) Distributor: . University of Calif-'
ornis, "Extension Media Center

si
Berkley, Calif.

Jason and the Argonauts (104 minutes color) Distributor: Brandon Films, San
Francisco, Calif.

Oedipus Rex (90 minutes B&W). Distributor: Contemporary McGraw-Hill Films,
New York, NY.

,Antigone (88 minutes B&W) Distributor: United Artists, New York, NY.

C. Records

A Treasury of Greek Mytholorv. 3 Vols.. CMS Records, Inc. 14. Warren St., ,

NYC 10007

Heroes, aka and Monsters of the Greek Myths. Spoken Arts, Inc . 310 North- ,

Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Homer: The Iliad and the Odyssey. Spoken Arts, Inc. 310 North Avenue, New t
Roc MITTNrrosar

. D. Art
\

Sculatures-a- Greece' *rid Rome - Life Series
Poseidon's Playground and Island-of Delos National Geographic
God and Heroes - Life Series
Advertisements - Titans, Giants, etc.
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Illustration in Nursery Stories
Creek figured Vase Paintings
Boardman, John. Greek Art. New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1964.
Patrick, RicWard. al Color Boot of Greek Mythology. Octopus Books, 1972.
Perowne, Steward. Raman MythologY. New York: Tudor Publishing Co., 1969.

E. Music

Opera: "Orpheus"

Symphony: °Jupiter°

Ballet: qiwaiDLake"

Musical Comedy: "My .Fair Lady°

F. Plays

Orpheus Descending
Mourning Becomes Electra

G. Slides ,

The following is a list of color slides with accompanying leotures which
are available from the Louisiana Arts Slides Lending Library, State Depart
ment of Education, P. O. Bag 44064, Baton Rouge, La. 70804.

Acropolis Museum Athens
The Arts of Greece
Arts and Artifacts of at American Indian
African Heritage
What lAkma Here
The Many Ma sks We Wear Part 1: For Religion an Mythology
Man and Ek Gods: An Inciuiry into the Nature of Religion
Understanding Primative Art: Oceania
Legends And Stories, in Art
Fantasy
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COMPOSITION'

Writing, whether it takes the
form of poem, play, short story, or
economic treatise, is an expedition
140 unknown or imperfectly known
territory. It is a journey into our
inner being. And though the nap is
constructed of personal experience
writing is a process of self dis ,
covery, self examination, ant, some
Aisles, of self recognition or un
derstanding. Yet, it is also an act
of converting disorder into order, a
way of clarifying, arranging, and
relating facts and -Matt into larger
meaning, and as such, it is vital
part of the thinking process.

All too often the person who
speaks well does not write well. To
shrug the whole thing off by saying
that he does not live in a writing
world is, without doubt, a form of
cultural irresponsibility. Instead,
he should be shown how to express
his thoughts effectively in writing,
how to 661 the joy, the versatil
ity, the tremendous power of the
written word.

if a person cannot express himdelf in writing, he may never even
get an interview for the job he wants. And on his present jobif it
requires any writing at all--he will throw promotional:opportumitiei to
the winds if he can't 'talk' on paper. No amouk of personal charm can
overoome this handicap."

,

51
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CONPOSITION,Sentenee

1:11 SENTENCE

Obiectives

The student will

1. Demonstrate in his preparation of all writing assignments
his acceptance of the sentence as the basic unit for the wring .
of reports, letters, memoranda, and other such oommunieations
used in the business community-.

2. Write sentences in various styles and in varying degrees of
complexity using for the content material that is career
related.

j. Demonstrate his understanding of the relationship of ideas
to one another by correctly using subordinate conjunctions
and relative pronouns to join pairs of single sentences.taken

#
from work-oriented materials.

4. Deionstrate in writing his understanding of the concept that
sentence length as well as sentence pattern should be deter-
mined by the writer's thought and by the way in which he

. wants his readers to react to his thoughts.

Career Antlicat ion

0

Because learning to write or to improve sentencesvnables a student to
'communicate more effectively, it it by nature an activity which provides a
necessaireycareer-entpy skill. Also, each student should have an opportunity
to4ain, through specific writing assignments, experiences or information
related to careers.

Activities
1. After first filling out a typical job application form, the student

practices woTking.with items in series by. changing the information on
,the application into sentences. '

.,2. The student rewrites in sentence form the information contained in a

Want Ad.

AP.
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t
3. Given a group of Thork safety slogans, the student loonrAfits and ovalu-

ates the effectiveness of the devices (puns,' rhymes., repetition, al-
literation, atc.) used to attract attention or to-add interest.

J. Using such attention - getting devices as the pun, alliteration, and
rhyme, the student writes-safety slogans for an occupation in which he
is interested. He then constructs poeters using the slogans he has .

wrPtten and gives the posters to local, businesses or industries.

5: The student writes a cries of sentences which begin with "Work is..."

Examples: 2

Work is... ,A

sacking groceries until-your arms grow numb.

smiling at customers when you feel like screaming.

6. Using information he has gathered through doing research and conducting
interviews,Ahe'student writes one - sentence fillers containing facts
about local businesses and industries. He then submits these fillers to
the local newspaper.

7. The student designs a billboard that states a fact about a local business

or .industry. (Purpose'of the billboard might be to build goodwill or to
promote sales).

8. The student uses effective sentence to write a short television con:-

"
mercialfor a prOuct produced by an industry in which he is ,interested.

fi

9. 'Using information Obtained from an Watt-gement or a catalog, the
student writes in clear, concise sentences a criticalJdescription of
material needed for some particular project.

1.0. In well-constructed sentences, the studentwrites a set of instructions
which tells how to assemble or disassemble a simple piece of machinery or
equipment.

11.. Given a series of example sentences which progress from simple to more
complex structures and which incorporate career information, the student
imitates the sentence patterns to express ideas of his own.

Resources

ate resources list at the end of the Composition section (III-8).

1
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60MPOS/TIONiParagrapb,

. ;

ill -g.
a

PARAORAPH

Obleotivet

The studint will

.
1. Use career-oriented materials to demonstrate that

an'eMeot1lve.

procedure for writing a paragraph or abort composition is first
to prepare a list of details,next to arrange the details in
a dafini6e order, and then to convert the details Into well-
constructed:sentences.

2. Illustrate his understanding of the importance of good
organization to effective writing by analyzing poorly-
organized and well-organized paragraphs about different oc-
cupations and explaining the structural strengths sand weak-

.

nesses of each.

3. Utiliie materials related to some business or Wustry to
indicate his understanding of the concept that good organization
in the paragraphs he writes will result if be begins by
arranging ble details in soma definite order.

/I.. Arrange work-related facts-in a tims'order, a space order of
importance, and as. steps in a process, to. signify his

familiarity-with the different ways a lift of details can be
organized. .

5. Use information related to some occupation in wl4ph he is'
interested to demonstrate the means whereby details can be
improved through rewriting to make them more vivid and specific.

6. Distinguish between topic sentences that could be used effec4
Lively to write'a paragraph and those that are too broad or
too narrow.

7. Illustrate the way a topic sentence can function as a device to
limit the material that cari be included in a paragraph.

8. Demonstrate, using ot'iginal paragraphs he has written about
acme occupation, the varied effects that can be obtained by
placing the topic sentence in different parts of the paragraph.

9. Illustrate that the central idea of a paragraph can be implied
as well 0,60 explicitly stated.



Career Apollyntion

In Stages 1, II, and III, students are becoming' familiar with the
variety of, work opportunities available to each.individual. In order to
decide where they personally would fit best -3n the adult world of work,
students are also exploring numerous Job possibilities. By working with
prepared lists of facts concerning employmentropportunities and the skills
needed, students become aware of various facets of the work world. At>,

the same time they gain an Understanding of the relationship between air
individual's career and his own personal abilities As
the student is becoming familiar with these career c opts; he is also
increasing his ability to organize facts, a skill neolpeaary for effective
paragraph. writing.

.

By writing paragraphs on topics related to occupations, emp%pyment
procedures, and the development of useful skills and habits, students both
increase their writing abilities and enlarge ttleir understandings of the
opportunities and requirements of the work coftnnity. They also discover
the necessity of career planning and preperitilsi for. successful. entry into
theworld of work.

Activities

1. The student writes a list of his personal characteristics'which are
relevant in terms of career planning.

2. The student writes a list of the benefits he would derive from working
gt a particular job.

3. 'The student arranges in order of importance a liat'of the qualifications
an individual shoed possess for successful entry into a particular .

occupation.

4 'Based on visits to local businesses or' industries, the student prepares
a list of t)lese establishments arranged in` order or importance or in
an order based on their location .in relation to the school.

5. The student arranges a list of local occupations in an order:based on the
number of employees. in each, the total payroll, or the value of the
product. produced or service rendorled.

A

6. The student arranges, in a time,order, a list of local, state, or
national employment trends. '

7. The student prepares and arrange., in order o portance, a list of
basic work habits or attitudes such ea neatness, reliability, punctuality,
safety, consciousness, etc.

i
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Cale OSITION/Paragraph

4
K. Th,1 student arranges, in a time order, in order of importance, or as

steps in a process, a' list of the advancement possibilities in a par
ticular occupation.

9. 3he student writes a topic sentence beted on information contained in a
list of local'employment opportunities obtained from an employment
bureau orfrom the school's guidance department.

10. The student writes a paragraph explaining how an individual can find
information about &particular occupation.

11. The student writes a paragraph desdribing the local,employment)?ffice..c.

12. The student writes.a paragraph describing the process throughmildch an
individual obtains a social security number or a driver's license.

13. The student writes a paragraph explaining what is wrong with a broken.
tool or piece of equipment.

lk. The student writes a paragraph describing the training he would need to
qualify for a particular job.

15. Given a poorly written paragraph on how to prepare for a job interview,
the student rewrites tha paragraph, revising sentences and improving
organization.

16. For some particular.occupation, the student writes in one paragraph a
job description of the type that might appear in a handbook about an
industry or business.

17. As a resume to accompany an application for a job or a job training
program, the student- writes a paragraph of his personal qualifications.

18. The student writes a paragraph of instructions explaining how to use a
1 complicated tool or to operate a complex piece Of equipment used in an

occupation in which the student has special interest.

19. The student writes a paragraphof instructions for several tasks which
. are to be performed in &particular order or in%a special way by a

fellow employee who will.arrive at work after the student has departed.

20. The student writes a paragraph describing what he considers to be an
effective method of job hunting.

Resources
. .

See the resources list at the end of the Composition section (111H).



COMPOSITION/Narration,

III -c -1. NARRATION

Ohlectives

' The student will

1.. Write a narrative paragraph about a personal experience that
affected his values.

2. Write a narrative paragraph aboaa real experience of a person-
in the world of work.

3. Write a narrative paragraph about an imaginary experience of a
person in the world of., work.

4. Write a narrative paragraph projecting himself into a work
experience ten years in the future.

Career. Arn,lication

In Stages III and IV students are exploring themselves and focusing
career options on realistic possibilities. As in other areas of writing,
narration lends itself to individualizing assignments to relate to each
student's abilities, interests, needs, and values. Writing activities iay
thus relate both to the individual and to the concepts and skills being
taught in the area of narration.

Activities
*

1. The student writes a narrative paragraph about a personal experience that
affected his tentative career choice.

2. The student writes a.narrative paragraph about a.person he know who is
presently working in the area of the student's tentative career choice.

3. The student writes two narrative paragraphs about tw different kinds of
people who selected the same career butfor different aeons.

4. The student. writes a narratikre paragraph.0out a person ins, picture or
illustration who is involved in a area of work in which the student is'
interested. N

5. ThA student develops a narrative paragrap4summaiizing a short story.

6. The student constructs an illustration (collage, poster, mobile) of a
narrative paragraph he has previouslrwritten.

7. The student writes &narrative paragraph based upon a musical selectio
without words.

56
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8. The student writes a narrative paragraph based upon the lyrics of

a popular song.

he you Ce3
/1,

See the resource list at the end of the Composition section (M-I).

A r04.
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III-C-2.

Objectives

The student will

%1

DESCRIPTION

Cct4POSITION/Descrip1ion

1. Write a paragraph describing himself in terms of his own
characteristics as they relate.to a career interest area.

Write a perakrapirdescribing the most believable adult he
knows, including those characteristics that make the adult
believable.

2.

3. Write a descriptive paragraph about the kind of job he would
like to hold following completion of high school, technical
training, or college;

4. Write a.paragraph describing the physical surroundings of an
employee in a job in which he is interested incorporating
sensory details of sight, sound, smell, and touch.

5. Write a paragraph describing the lifestyle of an employee in
a job in one of his interest areas, assuming that he is the
employee.

Career 'triplication

In stages III, IV, and V students are working toward self-definition,
as well as making career decisions. Writing both honest and believable
descriptions of himself, adults who serve as role models, and actual environ-
ments of jobs in which he is interested can help toward making realistic
decisions in selecting a career.

Activities

1. The student lists what andAlor much he has observed from these pictures
shown for one minute each (using pictures such as found in Stop, ate,

Leg. EI2210).

2- The student writes a description based upon a
in clasp. .

%

3; The student writes two descriptive paragraphs
kinds of people who selected the same career,

4. The student develops a descriptive paragraph into a.descriptive essay.

5. The student constructs an illustration (collage, poster, mobile) of'a
descriptive paragraph previously written.

musical selectibn heard
44

about two different
but for different reasons.
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Tne student writes a paragraph describing the characteristics a person
must possess to succeed in an area of his career choice.

Resources

See the resources list at the end Of the Composition section (III-0. .

'z
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COMPOSITION /Expos ition

ra-d 3. EXPOSITION

Objectives

The student will

1. Write an expository paragraph comparing life styles of two )
people in vlstfy different professions or careers.

I

2.. Write an-expository paragraph explaining the kind of specific
training required for a career in which he is interested./

/

3. Write an expository paragraph defining a particular profOssian
of interest to him. 4

I

l

4. Write an expository paragraph explaining how he became I
interested in a particular capper.

.

,

Career Application /

Because exposition is basically "explaining" students need to /acquire
skills related to organizing facts logically in order to produce new:4101e
explanations. Ai most of the witinga student will do after leeVing school
will be of an expository nature, it is perhaps aae of the most imOrtant
writing skills he will acquire._ By relating expository writing apsignments
to careers of interest to students, teachers will allow students to investi-
gate interest areas while working toward developing this most useful writing
skill.

Activities

1. The student writes, an expository paragraph explaining why he is interested
in a particular career. .

2. The student. writes an expository paragraph explaining why he is n'ot
interested in a particular career.

The student writes an expository paragralih.explaining,which course
he likes best in school.

4. The student' writes an, expository paragraph explaining which course he
likes least in school.

The student develops a previously writtpn paragraph in an expository .

essay,

6. The student writes an expository paragraph explaining one major change
he thinks should be made in the structure or course offerings of his .

school.



eN

7

i

Resour-ces
.

See the resources list at the end of the Composition section (Ill-H).

.

i
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4 1 COMPOSITION /Persuasion

Li-. -4. PERSUASION

ObJeCtives.

The student will

1. .Write:a persuasive paragraph convincing an employer that he .

should be hired for a perticularOob.

2. Write a persuasive paragraph convincing a prospective buyer
that he wants to buy a product thd student is selling.

3. Write a persuasive paragraph his parents that working
part time after school would not terfere with his school work
and that he should.be allowed to dole°.

Write a persuasive paragraph convincing his teacher that his own
career choice would be as valid a topic for.research as a
literary topic.

5. Write a persuasiie paragraph to be presentid orally to the class,
convincing them that a particular career (of his choice} best
suits his own abilities, interests, needs, and. values.

Career Application ,

1

In all kinds of careers, success will usually Ile dependent upon a
person's ability to persuade others, either through pelting himself or a
product. Student's learning to deal successfully with persuasion has carry
over value into all areas of life, but particularly in the world of work.
Equally important is the student's ability to identify those tools of -
persuasion used by others to influence his thinking or behavior. These tools
wiJ.1-be dealt with more extenlively'in the consideration of semantics and
media.

Activities

1. The student role plays a job interview in which he pries to convince
a prospective employer that he possesses the qualifications for a
partiqular job opening.

. 2. The student writes a persuasive paragraph convinc another student
that he should stay in rather than drop out of schoo

3. The student writes a persuasive paragraph convincing is parents that'
he is serious about-his career choice and is willing to exert the
necessary energy and effort to succedd in it.
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no The student presents orally a persuasive paragraph convincing
other students that course requirements for high school gradu
ation are reasonable and necessary.

5. Thestudent presents orally a persuasive paragraph convincing one
of his parents that an automobile accident he was involved in was
not his fault;

6. The student presents orally his parent's response, convincing the
student that it takes two to make an accident and that defensive
driving is most important.

7. The student develops a persuasiveeparagraph previously written into
an expository essay..

8. The studetit construots an illustration (collage, poster, mobile) of
a persuasive paragraph previously written that assists the viewer
in understanding the writer's.particular point of view.

Resources

See the resources list 'at .the end of the 4.1nmposition section (111H).
.
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I

WHOLE TIEME

Objectives

The student will

r

4

COMPOSITION/Whole Theme

1. Read essays and an-ties to observe the beginning, middle, and
end of t, unified composition.

2. Structure a parposeful_theme--_expository., descriptive,

argumentative, narrative--around 'centraX idea paying attention
to the development of the introduction, body, and conclusion., 4

Carear Asolication.

As the student researches, observes, n4 interviews asApreparation for
writing themes related to career choices, he becomes familiar with the
various career opportunities open to him. He not onlyincreases his career
awareness, but also he learns.of the abilities, skills, and training needed
for certain careers. In writing themes related to careers, the student is
helped to make a career choice suitable tp his abilities and personality
trails and to eliminate unsuitable choices.

Activities},

1. The student writes an expository
etymoldq, history, comparisons,

2. The student writes an expository

3. The student writes an exp6sitory
careers. (e.g. °Teachers I Have

4. The student'writes an expository
(He will give a concrete example

5. The student writes an expository

6. The st writes an expository
and incorrect method of applying

The student writes an expository
applying for a job.

theme Leflnitgl in detail (using
etc.) a certain career occupation.

theme olassifying careers.

theme classifying people in certain
Known ")

theme illustrating a career choice.
of a person in a career).

theme comparing /contrasting two careers.,

theme comparing/contrasting_the correct .
for a job.

theme illustrating the correct method of .

8. The student writes a process analyeis of a certain job detail.

9. The student works with introductions/conclusions. Using the same body

of the paper, he introduces and concludes it with various means
(quota4ions, startling statements, anecdotes,, provocative questions,etc.).



4

14

These are presented orally to the class and the general effectiveness
of each is discussed.

1U. Students exchange themes, proofread each others themes, return them, and
rewrite them.

11, the student writes a descriptive theme centering on a place of employment
(an office, building, plant, the outside, etc.).',

12. Students read various articles and essays frail' trade journals and
discuss composition devices as well as content on occupations presented.

13. The student writesean argumentative essay discussink\the,advantagee
of a particular career -over 4another.

\

11s. The student writes an argumentative essay discussing the advantages or
disadvafttages of going to college or vocational school, \or of making
some other career choice.

\

l'. The student writes-in narrative form an inbident of a person who got
into the wrong (or right) profession.

lc). The student
preparation

a
1.7. The student

1A.o The student.

tio advancement

Resources

writes a paper explaining the qualifications of and
needed for a particular job. \

writes a theme classifying summer jobs he has held:,

writes a theme comparing/contrasting the opportunities for
in two closely related jobs.

See the resources list at the end of the Compositiol section (111H
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COMPOSITION/Short Poetic Forms

Objectives

The student will

O

:MORT POKTIC FORMS

1,- Illustrate with original works of his own the ways short poets
can be used to communicate ideas and information, influence. ,-

attitudes or beliefs, elicit specific responses,.and induce
particular actions.

2, Write short poems based on dareer oriented materials to
demonstrate his understanding of the difference between
literal and figurative language and his recognition of the
-effective use of each.

Construct Shout poems about workers in occupations in which
he is interested.

, . ,..---

,4. Recognize In selected poems literarydevices used to attract
attention or to add interest and illustrate the use of these
devices in short poems of his own.

5. Use concrete images to write short poems describing the
place where he;might someday work.

6. Write ehort poems about the tools or equipment used in oc-
cupations in which he is interested.

Career Application

By. writing short poems about workers in various occupations, about
the places whefe they work, and about the tools or equipment they use, the
student increases his understanding of thede careetipossibilities or op-
portunities.--He also extends his appreciation of theiifork:done, the
products produced, the services rendered by workers in the different oc-
cupations. In addition, he increases his awareness of the short poem as
an effective mode of communication.

Activities
. -

1. Using the ballad stanza form, students write short descriptions of
workmen in various occupations. After obtaining line drawings of
workmen to accompany their poems, they then construct - coloring books
which they give to the children's wards of local hospitals or to
teachers ift lower elementary schools.

2. By following the procedure described here,the student writes a
short free-verse poem in which he pictures something beautiful
surrounded by ugliness.

(3
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'A. He thinks 'of an occupation, he might like to enter at,some future date,

and he mentally pictures the place where a worker in this occupation
would perform his work.

B. He creates a word picture of the place (emphasizing its ugliness or
drabness) by naming particular items that are there.
(1) First, he makes a list (at least 10 items) of brief but concrete

images that are 'ugly or, unattractive tot which are typical of '

this place. He uses appeals to the different senses in compiling
his list. (If he prefers, he might try towrite his entire poem
using appeals to one sense onlythe sense of hearing, for eXample).

(2) From his list he selects bis best images and tries to make them
mOre'Vivid by adding descriptive words and by changing general
words to woods that are specific.

(3) He arranges these images in an effective pattern, trying to put
them in an order that seems natural, a sequence which sounds right
when read aloud.

C. He thinks of one object that is attractive or beautiful that might be
found in this place and uses this image last in his poem. ,He begins

his closing lines by telling where this object is locatedi"On the
windowsill, ap:..," "In one corner, an old....").

D. He checks over his images, eliminating all words that could be Con
.

sideredunnecesdary.
E. He writes a. final copy of his poem, giving it a title if he can., think

of one that seems appropriate.

Examples

O

SCHOOL. DAYS

chalk covered

board floor smeared

with dirt desks bioken

and dilapidated torn worn

out books

on the windowsill a

wisp

of

ivy

67,
70
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COMPOSITION/Short Poetic Firms 4.

CALLING DOCTOR . .

Cold hard steel unyielding flesh meat

in midst of alcohol smell of

fried chicken. Blood gushes

and saws rip;'cranki turn; bones

crack. Machines whir in bright light.

Exposed puliating center of life

beating

being

beating

beetling

Following a visit to a local business or industry in which he is
interested, the student writes a short poem similar to Karl Shapiro's
"Manhole Covers" in which the student describes and oannents,about
some piece of equipment he observed during his .visit.

MANHOLE COVERS

The beauty of manhole covers--whattof that?
Like medals struck by a &eat savage khan,
Like Mayan calendar atones, unliftable,

undecipherable,
Not like old electrum, chased and scored,
Mottoed and sculptured to a turn,
But notched and whelked and pocked and smashed
With the great company names:
Gentle Bethlehem, smiling United States. Ni
This rustproof artifact of my street,
Long after roads are melted away, will lie
Sidewise the grave of the ironold world,
Bitten at the edges,
Strong with its cryptic American,
Its dated beauty.

Karl Shapiro

68,
71
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4. Using the pattern shown below, the student writes a five-line poem
about a person engaged in a particular occupation.

Line1,- He identifies the occupation..-
Line.2 - He uses two words to describe the worker. .

.

Line'3 - He uses three or-four words to write a phrase which describes
literally the worker's actions.

Line 4 - He uses four or five words to write a phrase {perhaps one
containing some contrast tc$ line 3) which also describes the
worker's actions in literal terms.

Line 5 - He writes either a one-word summary statement about the worker
or else a description of the worker's actions stated in figu-
rative language.

EXamoles:

Smiling, hurrying;
Anticipating newcomers' requests,
Remembering old customers' whims,
Serving 'sunshine with the coffee.

Farmer- -

Proud, independent,
Plowing his tields,
Planting his corn and cotton...
Praying.

5. The student writes a poem Pout a worker in a particular occupation by
first naming the occupation in the title and then beginning each line
of the poem with a succeeding letter of the title.

EStiJLp._

(JERK

Courteously helping old

14dies ani young children find

Everything they

aequire for that special

Kind of Christmas.

6. The student writea a riddle inverse describing a tool or piece of
equipment used inAparticular occupation.

7. The student writes jingles for advertisements.about products or
services provided by an occupation in which he is interested.
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COMPOSITION /Shory Poetic Forms

r

S. 'The student writes a poem about a tool or piece of equfipnent associated
an occupation in which he is interested. Lithe firs line he'names
the tool. In the second he describes its appearance literal terms.
In the third he uses figurative language to describe it. In the fourth
he uses literal language to tellthe use of the too or whit it does.
In the fifth he depicts figuratively its use. In t e sixth he ,tells
what the future holds for this tool.

Example:

drill bit ...

grooved cyjlinder of solid steel;

spinning silver spiral of unleashed fury

1

plunging/relentlessly into that redwood log,

indiffene/ntly swirling through the cellulose record

4
of a thousand gears ...

tomorrow, rut will seek mgrheartl

9. Projecting himself into the future at a time when he is working in some
perticular occupation, the student writes fan imitation of Lenore Marshall's
"I Am A" poem.

1

/

.

I AM A-

Cosmonaut
\Cradled in dangers

.

Orbiting a garden "iverse
nipping cosmos, robing Venus

S'ghtihg summer's end blindly,
Welightily weight]7ess
Sp' ing out of Teach,

out I

1

of/

each

- Si g stra gers.

Na
773
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DD. The student writes rhymed couplets for safety posters concerning some
job in which he is interested. Later, he might actually construct the
posters and give them to some local business or industry that could use
them.

11. Working in groups, students first identity loneliness as the theme of
Herri Haag's °TrUck Drivel's," then plan and perform a dramatic presen-
tation of the poem. In their presentation the students will accompany
a reading of the poem either with:
A. appropriate color slides and background music;
B. a pantomime with background music; or
C. an interpretive dance and appropriate music.

TRUCK DRIVERS

At two a.m.,
the sad-eyed conquerors sit
hunched in familiar
leatherette booths,
waiting for the weariness
to pass,
waiting to be on their roads again.
Their honky music
hangs in the air
like yesterday's cigar smoke,
and the songs are about
themselves.

They talk together
like long-time companions
knowing they may never
meet again,
and knowing,it doesni:, matter.
They've met themselves
a million times
in a million roadside,
run-down cafes,
drank countless cups Of
black, bitter coffee,
talked countless colquests
of roads and4ftomen.
The stories are all the.sami,
and only the faces
have been changed.
Men of the black mainstreams
of Adterici,

you know this land
fran smoky, sprawling city
to silent two-house towns,
you know this land.
Crossing, recrossing the night highways,
delivering America's
abundance,
you've learned the maps
by heart.
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Sad-eyed conquerors;
drink your coffee,
think of home.

COMPOSITION/Short Poetic Forme

Berri Haag

After having given a dramatic presentation of the poem, the students,. working
individually or in groups, write and dramatize poems of their own using
"Truck Drivers" as_a guide. They should first select a theme, a setting,
and workers in a particular occupation that can be used to illuminate the
students' attitudes concerning their chosen theme. A few possible themes
and occupational tie-ins are:

*Theme Setting' Work promo"
justice courtroom : defendant from any _work group,

attorneys, judges, clerks, etc.

prison inmates from any work group or
at work at a particular job within
the prison,' government officials,
law enforcement personnel

death

gate .to a striking workers, police,
factory company officials

hospital patients from any work group,
-doctors, nurses, aides

funeral home undertakers, ministers, fellow
workers from any occupation

old age nursing hone

frustration

'attendants, nurses, managers,
doctors, welfare workers, visitors
from any work group

bar, pool hall, any group of workers, employed or .

bowling alley, unemployed
street corner

Other themes which could be adapted to a wide variety of occupations and
settings are: love in its different forms, sadness, honor, courage, deter-
mination, anger, hate, revenge, compassion, and understanding..
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l2. The student constructs posters containkng "Parachutist," "A Truoker,"
"The Line Gang" or Some similar poem illustrated with or art work,
drawings, or pictures cut from magazines. He then uses one of these
poems as an example for writing an original poem centering on some
occupation in which he is interested.

.c.

PARACHUTIST

After jump, drop and somersault
with cords unraveling in skein,
chute rising in a puff more taut
than sail until it dames a cone
of cords hooked to a.hernessed dot
twirling and suspended like a toy
wind-swung and puppeted in space,
he pendulums sideways down the sky.

Samuel Haso

A TRUCKER

Sometimes it is like a beast
barely controlled by man.
But the cabin is lofty
as a skull, and all the rest
extends from his foot as 'an

enormous throbbing body:

if he left anything to
chance - -see his great frame capsize,
and his rubber limbs explode
whirling! and see there follow
a bright fountain of red eyes
tinkling sightless to the road.

Thom Gunn

THE LINE -GANG

He come the line-gang pioneering by.
They throw a forest down less cut than broken.
They plant dead trees for living, and the dead
They string together with a living thread.
They string an instrument againit the, sky
Wherein words whether 'beaten out or spoken
Will run as hushed as'when they were a thought.
Bain no hush they string it: they go past
With shouts afar to pull the cable taut,
To hold it hard, until they make it fast,
To ease awaythey have it. With a laugh,

An oath of towns that set the wild at naught
They bring the telephone and telegraph.

7 a
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COMPOSITION/Short Poetic Forms

13. In imitation of "Under a Telephone Pole," students use personification
to describe some tool or piece of equipment from an occupation they
would like to enter.

UNDER A TELEPHONE POLE

I am a copper wire slung in the air,
Slim against the sun I make not even a clear line

of,shadow.
Night midday I keep singing- -humming

and thrumming;
It is love and war and money; it is the fighting

and the tears, the work and want,
Death and laughter of men and women passing

through me, carrier of your speech, .

In the rain and the wet dripping, in the dawn
and the shine, drying,

A copper wire.

Carl Sandburg

14. Using "Building Boom" .or "The Hammers" as a guide, the student writes
a short poem commenting on'the future as it is affected.by some
particular business or industry. .

BUILDING BOOM

The avenue of willows leads nowhere:
it begins at the blank wall of a new apartment house
and ends in the middle of a lot for sale.
Papers and cans are thrown about'the trees.
The disorder does not touch the flowing branches;
but the trees have become small among the new houses,
and will be cut down- -
their beauty cannot save them. -

THE HAMMERS

Noise of hammers,once I heard
Many hammers, busy hammers,
Beating, shaping night and.day,4
Shaping, beating dust and clay
To a palace; saw it reared;
Saw the hammers laid away.

And 3:listened, and I heard
Hammers beating, night and day
In the palace newly reared,.
Beating it to dust and clay:
Other hammers, muffled hammers,
Silent hers of decay.

o
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15. The student writes a free-verse description of himself0 the person
he imagines he will be in ten years--or in. thirty years. tHe might also
write a short poem in which in each stanza he desciibes id-Itself at
a different stage in life.

16. Using the haiku form, students write short poems about people in
different occupations.

Example,: THE MAILMAN

' *With your fists ablaze
with letters and colored stamps

beautiful mailman

Paul Goodman

Resources

See the resources list at the end 0P-die Composition section (III-H).

.-------
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III-P.

°Wet:Lives

The student will

SHORT PLAYS

t

COMPOSITION /short Plays

1. Demonstrate an awareness of significant ways in which p ay writ i g
may be an introduction to other careers.

2. Pevelop an awareness of how role-playing may give a detailed
description of the erects some jobs have on different individuals..

3. Recognize the importance of observation in the field of play
writing.

4. Demonstrate appealing characteristics of writing plays and skits.

Career Application

Before the studentsets himself up in his life's-business, he should .

take stock of his assets. Reviewing his experiences will help him to make
his vocational choice, to get along with people, and to understand himself.
To see his successes and failures in perspective, to be able to laugh at
his foolish or ridiculous moments, and to consider objectively his strong
and weak points are important to his success in life. Witine bout
himself and others are excellent ways to make progress in understanding
himself and other people.

Writing short plays about real people with real problems may give a
deep insigliX, into behaviorism.

Activities

1. The stildent writes a short conversation that occurred
people that were in a bank waiting for the results of
application.

2. The student writes a one-way conversation leaving out
directions and extra information-.

between two

a loan

all stage

3. The student writes a dialogue between two people which illustrates
a conflict, develops a situation, or develops a character.

4. The student writes a short skit about an incident in which someone
learned a lesson about the importance of punctuality.

5. The student writes a brief skit about an.incident from a famous
business man's life. (Such'ass Henry Ford, Howard Hughes,
J.C. Penny, etc..



,

A

6. TA student writes an idealized personification of himself in
play form in his future career that.reyeals his occupition through
dialogue.

,

-7. The student writes a sentence or tgo or dialogue that reveals a
domidant trait opis main character - -for example, selfishness,
courtesy, curiosity, laziness,- Wself-confidence.

8. The student writes the'dieloiue for one of the following situations:
a. Wo'neighbors discuss the new family on the block.
F. A boy explbins his reptirt card to his dad.

c. A girl asks her .mother for a new dress.
d. Two boys discuss. an interview'that they had with a newspaper

reporter.
c

9. The student writes'a shoit dialogue between two men that live in
. a society where no one works.

io. With four to a group, the students develop a 15-25 minute short
play using all stage directions and extra information focusing on
some occupation.

Resources

See the resources list at the end of the Composition section (III-11).

O
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.COMPOSITION /Letters

LETTERS

Obiectives

The student will

I. Write a busines; letter of application to a prospective
emr.aoyer, listing his qualifications for a job.

2: Write a business letter of inquiry in response to a classified
ad found in the newspaper.

3. Write a business letter recommending a, fellow student for a
job citing personal knowledge of both character and capabilibiei.

4. Write a business letter thanking a prospective employer for an
interview.

5.- Write a letter resigning from a particular job, being sure-
that the employer understands the reason for the resignation.

6. Write.a letter to obtain a college catalog.

7. Write a letter to a college or technical school inquiring about
entrance requirements and admission procedures.

Career Application '

Perhaps the most important writing a student will ever do is that which
pertains to'apilying for a job. His worth as a prospective employee is
often measured largely by the letter he writes applying for a job and the
supporting smployment data supplied in written form. As the employer often
receives hundreds of-applicants for one job, he uses the letter of application
as a. basis for selecting those who willreceivs.personal interviews. It
is a critical career entry skill as described xn Stage V.

Activities

1. The student understands and applies 10 characteristics of a good letter:

a. creates a favorable first impression
b. appeals to.the reader's point of view
c. is correct in every detail
d. is courteous, friendly, and sincere
e. promotes goodwill
f, is clear and complete
g. 4.s-conoise

h. holds together
i. is well paragraphed
j. avoids jargon

0
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3.

The student writes'
company requesting
mentioned in an ad

The student writes
Peachtree Streets,
three nights while
details.

a letter to a personal manager of a manufacturing
a career booklet, Your Uture in Electronics,
in Popular Electronics, currenp issue.

.

saletter to the Regency
Atlanta, Georgia 20475,
attending a convention,

*

Hyatt House, Fifth and
making a reservation for
including dates and other

4. The student writes a letter to a tourist bureau in a city or area
inquiring about accomodations available and places of interest to visit.

5. The student writes a business letter to the credit manager of a
department store askirig for procedures to'be used or forms to be
completed to open a charge account.

6. The student writes a business letter of complaint to the credit
.manager of a department stoilexplaining an error in billing and
asking for correction.

7. The student writes a business letter to a dean of men (or women) of
a college, inquiring about differences in accomodations in venous
dormitories or other campus. housing.

8. The student writes a business letter to a director of financial aid
of a college asking for considdration for a work study program .or
other campus employment.

Resources

See the resourceelist at the end qt theoliposi..on section (IIIH).

r.
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COMPOSITION/Resources

III-H. COMPOSITION RESOURCES

A. Books

0

Armonk, Richard. YlritingIOW0erse an Prose Unser. Boston: Writer, Inc.
Publishef17-1971.

Barnfield, Gabriel, Creative k Schools. New York: Hart Publishing
Co., 1970.

Barr,. Doris W. Effective gneliah for te Career Student. Belmont, Calif.:
Wadsworth.. Publishing Co., 1971.

. Writing, Listening, Sneaking for t:tt Career Student. Belmont, COlif::
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1972

/ ti

Bellafiore, Joseph. English, Language Art j Intermediate Level. NewYork:
AMSCO School Publications, Inc., 1971.

Brasher, Howard. "Creative Writing: Fiction, Drama, PoetrsrAggllatElsay.
New York: Van Nos' Reinhold Publishing Co., '1968.

Brittin, N.A. (ed.). mr/1140 Description and NarraUga. New York:
Holt, Reinhart 8: Winstonp.Inc., 1969.

P
Brooks, Cleanth, and. Robert P. Warren..JHodern Rhetoric. 2nd ed. New York:

Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1972.
.

k Carter, Lawson, Judson Philipa)and Robert Hayden. How I Write. Dallas:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1972.

1 Cox, Martha H. Writing: Lai, Process, Purpose. Scranton, Pa.: Chandler
Publishing Co.., 1962.

. 'Dave, Jessamon. Write Business Ana Economic Panera. Totowa, N.J.:
Littlefield, Adams ana7;77-1965..

Druten, John Van (ed.). Playwright at Work. Westport, Conn.
Greenwood Publishing Co") 1971.

Ellis, Barbara G. How to Write Themes an Term Papers.. Woodbury, N.Y.:
Baron's Educational Series, Inc., 1971.

Faulkner, Claude IC WritingliktiSentences. New York: Charles Scriber's
Sons, 1957.

Garis, Robert. Wri4.3gAls.o.t_it Oneself:

Heath, D.C. and Catipany,

Guth, Hans P. Advanced Comoositian:
McGraw -Hill Ccopany.
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Selected Writing. Indianapolis, Ind.:

The Writer at. ad.t. New York:
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Guth, Hans P. Basic Composition: How We Write. New: York: McGraw-Hill
Company.

Hooper, Vincent F., and Cedric Gale. Essentials of Enr5lish, New.York:

Barron IS Educational Series, 1971.

Hughes, Richard Et,and P. Albert Dubamel. Rhetoric-Princinles and ,Usige.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, 1962._

Janis, J. Harold. Wrin: and Comaiunication in Business. Riyersi. ,.N.Y.:

.Macmillan Company, 1964.

JenkinsontlEdward B., and Donald A. Seybold. Wz.21.-gag Asa ?rocs s of

Discovery:- Smt 'StrdAtured, Theme Assignments for wades F_.,,3, Through

Twelve. Broomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1970.

Joffe, Irwin L. Understanding Figurative language. 'Belmont, Calif.: s

Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1971.
-rs

Jones, Alexander E., and Claude W. Faulkner. Writing Good rzoi: A
Structural Approach to Writing Paragraphs,. New York: Charles Scribner!s
Soos, 37968.

Kearney, Elitabeth I., Ho ti Write 1 Composition._
Lucas Brothers Publishers.

Lawrence; Mary S. Writing Af. A Thinking Process.
University of Michigan Press, 1972.

Leavitt, Hart Day. Stop, Look, rid Write: Effective Wri.Lart Through
Pictures. New York: Bantam Books, Inc.;79

Columbia, Mo.:

Ann Arbor, Mich.:

Lefevre, ,Helen, and Carl A. LefevEe. Writing by Patterns. Westminster, Md.:
Knopf, Alfred A., Inc., 1965.

Lindsay, Catherine. MI to Teach Your Students To Write: A Guide, la Creative
Writing ssz. Teaching and Self-Study. New York: F unk and Wagnalls Company,
1967

Lobsinz, Notinan M. WrAi.ng As A Career. New York: Henry Z. Walck,.Inc.;
1963.

McCaslin, Nellie. Creative Dramatics, in the. Classroom. New York:
David McKay Co., 1968.

Monaghan, Patrick. Writing Letters That Sell: To .7.2w., Ideas, Proanuctsd ,Serviced. New York: Publications, Inc.,Inc.,-Tgr:
.z.
narton, Jaries H., and Francis Gretton. Writes Incredibly Short FlaYs,

Poems, Stories. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.; 1972.

Roberta', Vera M. On Ltagt: A ilistory of Theatre. New, York: Harper and Row
Publishers, 1962.
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COMPOSI;ION/Resources

'Roth, Audrey J., and Thelma C. Altshuler. WritingallatarStep: ,

Exercises in Structured Creativity: Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co.,
1969:'

'Shefter,liarry. Shefterls Guide to Better Composition. New York:
Washingpon Square Press, 1961. .

.

Stewart, Marie M., and others. Business English and Communication.

4th ed. New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company, 1972

Steward, Joyce S., Success in Writing. ,Reading, Mass.:. Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co:, 1970.

Tanner, Bernard R. Writing, Sentences old Paragraphs. Reading, Mass.:
. Addison-Wesley Publishing Caapany, Inc., 1972.

Taylor, Karl K., and Thomas A. ZiMansh. Writing frau Example: Rhetoric
Illustrated. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972.

. Trefethen, .Florence. Writing, A Poem. Boston: Writei, Inc.,'Rubs., 1970.

Velder, Milton, and Edwin Cohen. Open- -Ended Stories. New York: Globe Book

Warriner, Ohn E. Composition: Models and Exercises Accompanying Grammar and
Composition.. Dallis: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1965.

'Wolfe,. Don M. Creative Wes, to Teach English. ,2nd ed. ,New York:
. , The Odyssey Press, 1966.,

Wolfe, Bon M.'and Ruth Nelson: ixtisiun English. Lianas: L.W. Singer Co.,

ItjA.Alg Skillg Orle: A Program for` Self-Instruction. Edited by Learning.
Technology,, Inc., and B. Barett. New York: McGraw -Hill Book. Company,
1970.

Co., Inc., 1973.

Writing Skills No: A Emma for Self - Instruction. Edited by Leaining
Technology, Inc., and B. Beret. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1970. ,

B. Films

*Filys'available through the Louisiana State Department of Education

regional film libraries.

131.11gAgOetter Paragraphs (11 minutes color) Distributor: Coronet Instruc-
tional Films, Chicago, Ill.

Building Better Sentences All minutes holor) Distributor: Coronet Instruc-
tional Films, Chicago, Ill.

Catch tfie _Joy (15 minutes color) Distributor: Pyramid Film Productions
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Coastline (23 minutes color) Distributor: Sage and Associates

From Sentence to Paragraphs (Parts li 2, and-3) (30 minutes each B&W)
Distributor: Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, B1 omington, Ind.

:How to.Write Effectively (11 minutes color) Available:. Indi na University
Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.; or Coronet instructional Films,
Chicago, Ill.

*Haiku.(12 minutes color) Distributor: .0xfotdFilms, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

Haiku (14 minutes color) Distributor: Stanton Films, SantsMonica, Calif.

Haiku (11 minutes color) DistribUtor: Coronet Instructional Films, Chicago,
Ill.

How to Write a Report (6 minutes' color) Distributor: Aims Instructional
Media Services; Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

*Jessamyn tty Hand, &an (17 minutes color)
Films, San Francisco, Calif.

Jules Verne's Extraordinary Voyages (22 minutes .B&W)

The Legend of Jimmy Blue gal (22 minutes color) Distributor: CC*Films,'
Inc.; New York, N.Y.

Making, Sense With Sentences (11 minutes color) Distributor: Indiana Univers-
ity Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.; or Coronet Instructional

Play, Idea SA' Illusion (29 minutes B&W) Distributor: Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington., 'Rd,

Distributor: Davidson

McGraw -Hill Textfi]ms

poems We Write (15 minutes color) Distributor: Grover Productions, Monterey,

Calif.

Poems Are Fun (11 minutes color) Distributor: Coronet Instructional Films,
Chicago, Ill.

Poetry For Me (15 minutes color) Grover-Jenning Produdtionb, Monterey, Calif.

Seasons: ManIseand Nature's (Uminutescolor) Distributor: Oxford Filmes
Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

The Seasons (25 minutes color) Distributor: Michigan Dept. of'Coriservation,

Film Loan Seryice, Lansing, Mich.

*Story of a Book (11 minutes color) Distributor: Piper Productions

(\ Story of a Writer (25 minutes B&W) Distributor: SterlincEducational Filis,
New York, N.Y.

,*Style In Writing, Part land II (30 minutes each) Distributor: Indiana

University A dio-Visual'Oenter. Bloomington, Ind.
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\
Take Another Look (20 minutes color) istnibutor: Wickham Films,

Burbank, Calif. A
.

.\eCMPOSITICH/Reiotyces

What 14;phythmt (11 minutes color)
Santa Monica, Calif. \

\

BFA Educational Media,

Wonderful World of Wheels (32 minutes 6100 Distributor: Pyramid Film
Productions, Santa Monica, Calif.

Write in Water (10 minutes Coltir) DiJitributor: Atadim Films, Inc-NewYork,

N

%

1

N.Y. 1

I

1", Writers on: (28 minutes color)! Distributor:. BFA Educational Media,......___ _
.

Santa Monica, Calif.

I

.'.

,- *Writing a Good Paragraph (11 minutesicolor) Distributor: Coronet Instruc-
tional Films; Chicago, 111. I

1

-..

*Writing a Better Buisness Letter (11 minutes- color)'' Distributor: Indiana
University Audio-Visual Center,iBloomington lnd.; or Coronet Instrusr
tional Mine, Chicago; Ill. i

Writing Forceful Sentences, Part and II (30 minutes each) Distributor:

Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.

Writing Letters That Get Results (2* minutes color) Distributor: Roundtable
Films, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif. .

\

.
1

1

i C. Slides
\

The folowing is a list of color slides.with accompanYinelectures which are
available from the Louisiana Arts Slide Lending Library, State Department of
Education,' P. O. Bue,44064, Baton Rouge, La. 70804.

1

1

A Visit To New Orleans
A Visit To Baton Eglaa
Steamboat LIF;711 The Mississippi
llatmy. of Louisiana Architecture
The Oil Industry,
The Port Of New Orleans
Lvit Cotton
Crafts In the Modern World
Tools witir Impletents

Metal: Ornamental and Useful
Apollo Moon LandinirTelides only)
Transportation
The Seasons (slides only)
The American Wilderness 1

The Pursuit of liminess: Mants Search for the Good Life., Part I and II
Art, Science at Technolou
The Cites

Preservation Gardens in the Southeast
Louisiana Antebellum Architecture, Part I aAd II
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Wonders of the .Pacific Shore
What Makes A Hero
Fantasy
The Thirties
The pAy the Road Was Built
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IV. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Man's ability to name, to describe,
to assert is the achievement that lifts
him above the animals. His skill in ex
pressing himself in words has, perhaps,
made most of his other achievements pos-
sible. Language is a tool of thought
and feeling, an extremely powerful tool
that artjbe used as a weapOn or a de-
fense, or ia'a.deiice to free the spirit
and permit, it to soar to unkhomn heights.
But to use this great tool effectively,
a person mast understand how Whim beings
Communicate, how they use words as sym-
bols and how they fit their thoughts into
words and sentences. He must perceive
the relationship between the meaning of
a word and the context in which it is

used. And he must learn that the comma
plexities of modern life require every-
one to possess the skills of self ex-
pression. Wjen an individual learns to
make intelligent use of language, people
are able to understand him, to share his
pleasure and excitement, to appreciate
his opinions. And in studying his lan-
guage, he is not adly,increaaing his
ability to communicate, he is also gain- .

people.
ing a better understaying of himself
and abet,

. .

$

°A word is not a crystal, transparent and unchanging; it is a living
thought and may vary greatly in color and content according to the circum-
stances and Omm in which it is used.",
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IV-A.

Objectives

The student will

LANGUAGE DEVI:WPM:N T/Usage

USAGE

1, Demonstrate recognition of basic levels of language -- informal,
formal, and technical - -by identifying and classifying examples

from printed Watter and from spoken linguage.

2. Produce models of specified levels of usage in mritten'and
oral form at direction.

3. Respond appropriately to examples when they are presented to him.

4. Demonstrate, by citing specifib words, that slang can be subject
to seMantic change over years of time, and that certain tems
can appear as both slang and standard terminology.

5. Demonstrate his, perception of the value of using standard English
in speech and written expression 4n various community or "social
situations.

-6. Develop a facility for using and
and styles of language.

7. Bkpress Amself as completely as

identifying appropriate types

required by his total environ-
ment which includes home, school, and community.

8. Demonstrate awareness of different types and'levels of usage,
including occupational and .social dialects.

.1

9. Demonstrate command of semiformal standard English in all aspects
including, but not limited to, pronunciation, syntax,..structure,
diction, and usage.

4

10. Participate in and learn from simulated experiences.

Career Application (
S

Secondary school students operate at many levels of career develop-lp
ment from awareness to job entry skills. A knowledge of the advantages;
inherent in effectively assessing and utilizing levels of language usage
is important to success in any endeavor; The ability to respond appro-
priately to varying levels increases an individuals sense of security
and his confidence in his ability to control the situation in which he
finds himself.

. Activities

1. The student substitutes synonyms for technical terms in teacher-
prepared .3o1 deicriptions.
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2. The student produces a descripkion of his career choice usin
career related terminology.

3. The student
jargon from

The student

dialect.

produces examples of professional jargon, or identifies
samples of printed material submitted to him.

contributes to a dictionary of slang, jargon, and

S a. Examples will be-labeled slang, jargon, cant, argot, dialect.

b. Each entry will be defined and no root word will be used in the
definition of the entry.

c. An example of appropriate use in context will accompany each
entry,twith multiple examples where needed.

d. The dictionary's fOreword will define each type of entry included.
A partsofspeech label will accompany each entry.

5. The student demonstrates his knowledge of specialized, semitechnical
vocabularies, by preparing and presenting a description of some
hobby or career area wherehe feels competent.or comfortable, for
example: film, newspaper.

6. The student participates in roleplaying activities designed to
illustrate his.ability to use language on different levels.

7. The student identifies the level Of usage of each word of a list of
ten words provided him.

8. With a'suggested list .of situations from which to choose, groups of
students select situations and prepare skits illustrating a
prescribed level of usage. Skits will be presented to the larger
group,

9. Students "translate" passages from formal to informal levels of
usage at direction.

10. The student selects from a list of social situations those which
require standard English usage as opposed to those where slang or
non- standard forms might be used.

Al. The student identifies slang and colloquialisms in examples of
writing provided for him. Examples might include ekeerpts from
newspapers, magazines, or selected passages from fiction.

Resources:

'See the liit of resourcesot the end of the Language Deyelopment
section (IV - -F).
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-IV-B.

LAIGUAGE DEVELOPMENT/Vocabulary and Spelling

VOCABULARYWAND SPELLING

0111

Wectives

The student will

1. Demonstrate ability td expand his vocabulary through the use
of prefix and suffix added to rodt:words.

2. Form compound words.
)s,

3. Demonstrate effectiWuse of the dictionary.

4. Use context clues to build his vocabula,

5. Respond to directed practice by stating synonyms, antonyms,
and homonyms.

6. Engage in Self-appraisal of the level of his vocabulary.

7. Demonstrate awareness of distinction between denotative-and
connotative meanings of words.

S. Discriminate among homonyms: \
.-

9. Demonstrate his recognition of likenesses and differences in\
the sounds of selected words.

10. Associate sounds with letters, digraphs, diphthongs, and
consonant blends.

11. Recognize syllables in words and demonstrate his awareness by
prom decision in identifying the syllables or dividing the
word properly..

12. Alphabetize prescribed lists of words.

13. Apply basic rules for correct spelling.

14. Use appropriate,tools when variant spellings of phonetically
unreliablemords present problems:

15. Generalizeregular patterns that pitoduce valid phoneme-grapheme
relationshipeeighty percent of the time.

.16. Recognize that specialized vocabularies are used for special
reasons.

Career Application

Long-standing judgments are frequently formed on the basis of early'
impressions. ..The extent and appropriateness of any person's vocabulary
will almost certainly have a profounceffecton his success in getting
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and keeping a position he wants. A directed, conscious effort to
strengthen the scope of a student's vocabulary may translate itself
'1to a lasting and 'rewarding habit.

Spelling is a basic tool of written expression and a command of good
spelling skills as such enables the student to express himself in writing.
Facility in written expression is important to many careers and the
acquisition of good spelling habits and practice of careful proofreading
will aid the student in the pursuit of any career,

Activities

1. The student increases his siiht vocabulary by expanded use of language.

2. Working singly or within a group, the student compiles specialized
. vocabularies for careers or, categories of student choice.

3. The student compiles a collection of examples of hackneyed express-
itins, idioms, picturesque expressions, and euphemisms.

4. The- student builds a list, of personal. "spelling demons.°

5. The student locates synonyms for certain career designations.'
Examples might include naturalist, emgineer, promoter, salesman,
draftsman, writer, and actor.

,6. The student substitutes synonyms for technical terms in teacher-
prepared job descriptions.

7. The student defines career-oriented words from advertisement's in
newspapers and sPecialty,magazines."

8. The student Produces an expository description of his chosen career
. (or one which holds interest for him) using career related

terminology.

9. The student locates information in answer to specific questions.
The answers should be limited to information that can only be found.
in sections outside the main body of the dictionary.

10. The student uses the dictionary to locate meaning, spelling and
pronunciation of unfamiliar words from his'reading and media
experiences.

11. The student analyzes eihmle elements of unfamiliar words frowhis
reading and media experiences.

12. The student compiles lists of compound words using_a comma-bases
such as "room.° The activity might become a competition.

13. The student differentiates among the homonyms in a list provided
to him by identifying, function, spelling (in the case of oral
presentation),.and meaning.
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LANGUAGE DEVELOP MENT /Vocabulary and Spelling

14. Students working singly in groups alphabetize groups of words from
z d.lists or cards. Progressively difficult problems should be provide

$0/

15. The student identifies the root word in groups reigega words and
correctly deletes a word or words wit filar spelling and unrelated

---
meaning. _---------

------------ .

16. .The
-student-tkplains

the reasons for any meaning interred from context.---
_,...-

--17. The student identifies the .original concept of meaning from a group
of expressions which attempt to promote the same idea..(example,
smallness)

lg. The student exercises choice among synonyms where one or more synonyms
indicate unfavorable connotation. (example, subtle, sly, crafty)

19. The student employs the appropriate prefix to create an antonym where
applicable. (example, inside-outside. inhale-exhale)

20. The student em toys an appropriate suffix to create an antonym. Some
latitude must b allowed in word formation, whereas "worth-worthless"
will be very cle r, "graceful-graceless" will not be so obvious.

21. Students recognize both synonyms and antonyms .111 selection practice
from among multiple choic es.

22. Given one from a pair or group of homonyms, the student supplies
another. (examples, all. bear, brake, course,, dying, fair, forth, fir,
flu, pedal, stake, sum, whole)

23: The student takes fairly common acronyms and provides their meanings.
(examples, Waf, Wave, Wac, Snafu, Laser, Core, NOW; Unesco) Alternate
activity might include generation of such a form or forms.

24. The student. takes a common suffix such as "logy" and in an individual
or group 'exercise, generates as many words as he can in a set period'
of time.

25. Using a given root, the student identifies as many words built on that
root as Possible (examples, graph, vac, aud)

26. The student prepares lists of new words that resulted from the develop-
ment of any of the following: airplane, space travel, high-fidelity
sound system3, medicine, armaments, and mass media devices.

Resources

. See the list of resources at the end of the Language Development
section (IV -F).
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENTiGrammar

4

GRAMMAR

Objectives

the student will

.1. Demonstrate the dangers of sentence misinterpretatipns.

2. Show the importarde of correct graver in the fields of
medicine, law, advertising, etc.

3. Demonstrate the importance of the verb in giving directions.

4. ;Show the effectiveness of sentence variety in writing.

5. Demonstrate a basic vocabulary for discussing sentence steUctime
.and effectiveness in writing. .1

___11

Career Application a

Correct grammatical usage is a social and business asseis,;''People who
express themselves correctly and can criticize pointedly their own and
other's speaking and writing are promoted rapidly.

Activities

1. The student selects sentences from compositions and improves them by
using participial phrases. the student Vill write both the original
and the revised sentences on the board.

2. . From newspapers, magazines, and letters, the student selects child-
ishly short sentences and ragged compound sentences and presents them
to the class for revision.

3. The student writes jingles showing the importance of correct punctu
ation for clarity in giving orders in different" job situations.

4. The student writes a skit showing how two perbons are being inter-
viewed, one using poor grammar and one using correct grammar.

5. The student shows the importance of punctuation inwriting checks.

b. The student prepares a bulletin bohrd display of cartoons illustra-
ting amusing sentences with misplaced modifiers.

7, The student selects words. that are found in editorials which show
that the writer is or is not in favor of the subject being discussed.

8. Using forceful adjectives, the student writes an editorial that
reflects his dislikesfor,sports.
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9. The student shows his understanding of sentence revision by changing
compound sentences into simple sentences.

10. Tip student writes a newronaper report on a Speech that was made by
the President.

11. The student writes a short story illustrating the following sentence
elements: a. simple sentence, b. compound sentence, and c. compound-
complex sentence, including a participle phrase, a gerund phrase, and
an infinitive phrase. .

12. The students write letters of application using poor grammatical
terms, exchange letters with other students, and revise them using
correct grammatical terms.

\.)

'Resources:

See the list of resources at the end of the Language Development,
section (Iv-F).
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1V-D.

Objectives

The student will

LANGUAGE DEWEIGPMENT/Oral-Aural Skills

ORAL -AURAL SKILLS

1. Differentiate between standard and non-standard English usage by.
responding to sentences read aloud.

2. Demonstrate acquisition of listening skills by reproducing
orally patterns of standard usage in response to patter practice
drills.

3. Generate simple sentence transformations orally (questions,
.answers, negatives) in response to pattern practice drills.

4, Demonstrate his understanding of levelS of usage by responding.
appropriately in specified role playing situations.

5. Adapt language Patterns to hypothetical social situations
{,home, peer group, school work).

Career Application

Although Stage V is concerned Primarily with career entry skills, the
stquisition or oral '-aural skills haw.implication for all five stages on the
continuum as a lack of theseskills will not only severely limit alternatives
available to students'initially but aleo will Preempt, Possibilities of
upward mobility within any chosen career. The ability to speak clearly and
distirtctly as well asigenelsate sentences in standard or Prestige dialect
affectis the possibility of both acquiring and keeping any kind of job.
Nextto simple literacy, it is probably the most upeful skill a student
can acquire. In additiOn to work with Pattern prictice drills, students
need aportunities to role Play variouskinds of work and noh-work experiences
that allot.; them to select, and apply levels of language usage apprOpriate to
any given situation.. .

Activities

1, Students respond in standard. English

2. Students respond in standard Entlish
drills.

3. Students respond in standard English
drills.

4. Students respond in standard English
drill,p

5. Students employ appropriate level of
cular role Playing situation.

94
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to varied pattern practice drills.

to simple sentence transformation

to simple question transformation

to simple negative transformation

.

usage as specified in a parti-
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6. The student generates standard English when assuming 'a role that
requires it.

7. Students write or enact skits that illustrate various levels or
usage required in designated situations.

8. The student participates in a job interview, playing alternately the
role of employer and Prospective employee.

Resources

See the list of references at the end of the Language Development
section (IV4)..

.zoo.
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT/N*6a cs

cl

SEMANTICS

Objectives

. . The student will

'1: Demorltritte awirenessof the types of semantic change--

2.

3.

4.

1'
' 5.

6.

16
7.

specialization, generaiiiation, elevation, amelioration, and
degradat on (perjoration).

Indicate wareness of the need for new words ina technological
society.

Identify "slanted",or *loaded" words in written and oral prem.-
tations.

Demonstrate ability to preceive the emotional and psychological
impact of words.

Identify the.moSt frequently used patterns of faculty argumen-
tation--"after this therefore because of this," begging the
question, faculty dilemma, ignoring !the question,; argument
addressed to the man rather' than th# issue, and the truncated
'syllogism.

Identify the basic propaganda demi esi--bandwagon, glittering
generalities, name-calling, plain olks, snob appeal, scapegoat,
testimonial, transfer, big lie, _slogan.

.

Recogni4e the "incessant, ubiquitous, quite respectable
protagarida of publicity and advertising." (Muller, p. 43)

8. 'Accept the,premise that knowledge of the techniques of sr:platen.:
tatibnland persuasion will make him a more successful person:

J
9.- Demonstrate awareness of differences between denotative and

-:-r-conOtative meanings.

10. Demonstrate recognition of 'the concept that the spoken word, can
b' used as a. propaganda tool to manipulate an audience.

. , 11. /Demonstrate his awareness that words have different connotations
for different persons. . .

Career Aptlication
1". h

The student who possesses even a rudimentary knowledge of the
principlerand devices of argumentation ankrrsuasion and of semantics
WI be a better cit4zen by virtue of hie-AWMIedge. He will be a more .

intelligent voter, a better reader, andia more realistic consumer. He
will be more ableto protect himself against; those whose use of language
is irresponsible.
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Activities

1. -ThestWent identifies, by underscoring and explaining, examples of
slanted' in newspaper editorials.

2. The student identifies loaded words and slanted writing taken from
selected sources and explains tie labels he attached to examples.

3. The student identifies elevation and depredation of selected words
by investigatibn of etymology. EXamples might include the following:
silly, awful, euphemism, shrine, knight,-gosiip, pedigree, knave-,
diaper, dolt, jewel.

4. The student identifies words formerly classed as slang which are
currently considered acceptable. Examples might be the following:
touchy, coax, stingy, fun, belittle, reliable, bubble, bully, mob,
mileage, outdoors.

5. The student determines whether or not the following words have under-
gone specialization or generalttation: 'meat, butcher, girl, scene,
planet, malaria, upshot, algebra, moor, corn.

6. The student identifies common orooaganda devices -- fallacy, glittering

lener

ality, slahtediwords - -in selected 'media and reports on his
bservation.

7. The student Identifies the basic drives to which advertising appeals
when he is confronted with specific examples.

8. The.student writes an advertisement in response to directed choice of
appeals.

9. The stident:"ii&tiifiee advertisementsas offensive or tasteful and
explains the reasons for his choices.

10. Students establish criteria for judging political and advertising
appeals.

11.. The student collects and classifies a group of ten advertisements;
classification may be according to prbpaganda device or to appeal
being made. During political campaigns, examples of appeals might
also be gathered for similar purposes.

12. The student practices-extending statements such as the following:

I am practical, you are shrewd; he is tricky.

13. Th9 student Prepares a list of Ildouble -edged" words and has another

student offer his interpretation.

14. Theptudent writes a simple command and has others offer as man;
interpretations as possible.
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-15. Taking articles from supposedly factual reporting, the student
identifies coloring and slanting.

16. TAe student keeps a log of television advertising for a specific
period of time. Where possible, he comperes networks, stations, and
periods of time for' types of appeal.

17. The student listens to a speech purporting to describe reality and
discerns those portions which do not conform to reality.

18. The Student prepares and- delivers a_persuesive speech illustrating
a, particular device.

19. The student reads and discusses ',The Principles of Newspeak', from
George Or ell's 121114. AO

20. The student matches examples of advertising to techniques being
employed.

21. The student keeps 'a log of attempts to influence his thinking
classified by types of appeal.

Resources:

See the list of resources at the end of the Language Development
section (IV-r).
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LANGUAGE &L =WENT RESOURCES

A. Books

AMSCO Vocabulary for the College Bound Student. New York: AMSCO School
Publications.

AMSCO Vocabulary for the Eidt School Student. New York. AMSCO School
Publications.

Barnhart, Clarence L. (ed.). World Book Dictionarv. Chicago: Field
Ehterprises Educational Oorp.,.1972.

' Benjamin; Robert. Semantics and WoLgier Analysis. Indianapolis: Hobbs
Merrill Company, Inc., 1969.

Boris, Samuel. Tee Art of Awareness: A Textbook .03, General Semantics.
Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown, 1972.

Bromberg, Murray, and Melvin Gordon. .2aggilada You Need to Know. New York:
Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 1971.

Brown, James I. Programied Vocabulary. 2nd ed. New York: Appleton Century
Crofts, 1971.

Burton, Dwight L., and John S. Simmons. (eds.). Teachin English in Today's
High Schools: Selected ReadinRs. New York: Ho t, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc.,TOWPart III "Teaching About the English Language."

Callihan, E.L. Grammer for Journalists. Philadelphia: Chilton Book Company',
1969.

Chase, Stuart. Guides to Straight DAlgicin with Thirteen Camel .Fallacies.
Scranton, Pa.: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 4W

ChYist, Henry I. Modern English in Action (II). Washington, D.C.: Heath
and Company, WEIN: Pages 110-116, 269-287, 315-337

Condon, J.C. Simantics And Communication. Riverside, N.J.: Macmillan

CanPallY, 1966.

Dale, Edgar, and Jospeh O'Rourke. u__.3.q...,_iesTecl of Teaching Vocabulary. Palo
Alto, Calif.': Field Educational Publications., Inc., 1971.

Davis, A.L. (ed.). Culture,:01ass, Ang,Langume.Varietyl A Resourcesag2k
for Teachers. Urbana, Ill.: NOTE, 1972.

Dillard, J.L. Black English,: .11.1 History tlua in the. United ;teas.
New Yorks Random House, 3.973.
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Donnell, Bernard. (ed.). iids to Cir-riculum Planning: English Language
Arts, 11:2/. Urbana, Ill.: NC/5, 1973.

Evaluation of Media and Introduction to the Film. Curriculum Committee,
Jefferson Parish School Board, 1972.

Gale, Cedris. Building an Effective Vocabulary. New York: Barron's Ed-
ucational Series, Inc., 1966. .

, dt,

Gruber, Edward C. English Grammer: One Thousand 2921. New York: Arco
Publishing Co., 1969.

Guth, Hans G. Teaching English, Today: An In-Service lWial.. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970. Pages 97-123.

Hanna, Paul R., and others. SmljA.grt: Structure and Strategies. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1970.

Hayakawa, S.I. 'Language in Thought and Action. Third Edition. New York.

Healy, Mary K.,
Approach.

Hook, J.N.
The Ronald
12 "Words,

and others. Oral and Written Composition: A Unit-Lesson

Teachitnogn::::: Earin:1:7 Third Edition. New York:
Press, 1965. Ch. 1 "Spelling: Trial and Erior,m and Ch.
Words, Words."

Imhoof, Maurice L. (ed.). Social 14.4. Educational _Insights' into Teaching

Standard English to Speakers of 'Other Dialects. Urbana, Ill.: NCTE,
1971. ".

Jacobs, Roderick. On TransformationarGrannter. Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1968.

John, Mellie, and Paulene M. Yates. The HgN Building Better. English II. New
York: Row-Peterson and Co., 1961. \

Johnson, Wendell. People in Quandries: Semanticf of Personal Adjustment.
Scranton, Pa.: Harper.& Row Ublishere, 1946.

Korzybski, Alfred. Science and Sanity. Fourth Edition. Lakeville, Conn.:
Institute of General Semantics, 1958.

Laird, Charlton. nm,Maracle of Language. New York: World
1953

Littell, Joseph L. (ed.). Diale6ts alfrievels, 91 Language.
McDougal and Littell and Company, 1971.

Lodge, Helen C., and Gerald L. Trett. jimi? Aneish.
N.J.: Prentice-Hail, Inc., 1968.

Mandrum; Charles T. (ed.). Teaching ktlire Skills ThrouptkNewspaters.

Newark, Del.: International Reading Association, 1971. Ch. 27. "Dev-

eloping Vocabulary and Word Identification"Skills." Ch. 12.

Publishing Co.,

Evanston, Ill.:

Englewood Cliffs,
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a
"Developing Critical Readers."

Marksheffel, Ned D. Hater Reading, In the Secondary iiclioo1. Now York: .

The Ronald Press, 1966. Ch. 7 "Teaching Spelling," and Oh. 11 "Yocab-
ulary' Concepts and Critical Reading."

Matthews, M.W. (ed.). A Dictionary of Americanisms. Chicago: .University
of Chicago Press, 1951;

Mellon, John C. Transformational Sentence-Comlbialag: A Method for Enhancing
the Development of Syntactic Fluency in'English Composition. Urbana, Ill
Ill.: NCTE, 1969:

Moffett, James. Teaching the Universe of Discourse. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin,
li68.

Horsey, Royal J. Improving English Instruction. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,'
Inc., 1965. Pages 111-119, 168-169 and 229-231.

Muller, Herbert J. The Use of English. -,New York: Holt, Reinhart and Winston,
Inc., 1967. Pages 55-74.

Osgood, Charles E., and Thomas A. Sebeak. Pscholi: A Survey
Theory and Research Problems. Bloomington, Ind:: Indiana University
Press,0.965.

O'Hare, Frank. Sentence Combining. Urbana, Ill. NCTE, 1973.

Partridge, Eric. (ed:). A Dictionary 91 agg and UnconventionaEnglish.
Fourth Edition. Riverside, N,J. Macmillan Company, 1961.

Postman, Neil, and others. Language in America. Indianapolis, Ind.:
Pegasus, 1970.

Rivenburgh, Viola. Words at Work. Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs -Merrill Company,
Inc., 1965.

Salanan, L.B. Semantics and Common Sense. New York: Holt, Reinhart & Winston,
Inc., 1966.

Sauer, Edwin H. English in the Secondary School. New York: Holt, Reinhart &
Winston, 1961. Pages 18,32,36, and 38. Ch. 7 "Verbal Dishonesty:
"Abuses of Language in Today's World," and Oh. 8 "The Revival of Rhetoric."

0

Shub' Roger W. Discovering American Dialects. Urbana, Iii.: NOTE, 1967.

Stewart, M.M., and others. Buisness English an Communication. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1961.

Taylor, Grant. Mastering Spoken English: Exercises Aar Drills for Oka

Practice, Workbook New York: McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1965.

. Practicing American English. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1900.
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Toffler , Eric. Future Shock. New Tr-k: Bantam Boo)cp, 1971.

Tuft, V. Grammer As ;IVA: Exercises in Creativity. New York: Harper and
Row Piplishers, 1971

Turner, R.P. Grammer Review for Technicil Writers.. New York: Harper and Row'
Publishers, 1971.

Wallace, Eunice E. Principles of Spelling. Chicago, Ill.: Lyons and,
Carnahan, 1973.

Wheeler, Charles. English Sentence Structure. Scranton, Pa.: Chandler
Publishing Co., 1971.

B. Films

ilms available through the Louisiana State Department of Education regional
film libraries.

Build Your Vocabulary Second Edition (14 minutes,color) Distributor: Coronet
'Instructional Films, Chicago, Ill.

Change in Language (30 minutes,B&W) Distributor Indiana University Audio-
Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.

A Communication Model (30 m.inutes,E&W) Distributor: Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.

aJ

Correctness in Language (30 minutes,B&W) Distributor: Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.

Dialects (30 minutes,B&W) Distributor: Indiana University Audio-Visual
Center, Bloomington, Ind.,

_Discovertn_g Lanages: How English Borrowed Words Distributor: Coronet
Instructional Films, Chicago, Ill.

'Discovering:Lai:Image: How ng]ish Changed in Americe(13. minutes, color)
Distributor: Coronet Instructional Film, Chicago, Ill.

Discovering Language: How Words are Made (14 minutes, color) Distributor:
Coronet Instructional Filmi, Chicago,'Ill.

Discovering Language: How Words Get 'New Meanings (11 minutes, color) Dis-
tributor: Coronet Instructional Films, Chicago, Ill.

Discovering, Langurye: Varieties ErIglish (11 minutes, color) Distributor:

Coronet Instructional Films, Chicago, Ill.

*The English Language,: How It Charigei (11 minutes, color). DiOributor: Cor-
onet Inetuctional Films, Chicago, Ill.
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"C

The gnglish Language: Its Spelling Pat (14 minutes, color) Distributor:
Coronet Instrudtional Films, Chicago, Ill.

The English Language: -Patterns-of-am (14 minutes, color) Distributor:
Coronet Instructional Films, Chicago, Ill.

*The English Language: The Stm: of its Develorment (11 minutes, color)
Distributor: Coronet Instractknal Films* Chicago, Ill. .

Improve Your'Puncuation (11 minutes, color) Distributor: Coronet Instruc-
tional Films, Chicago, Ill.

Language In Action (A series of .1.) films, 30 minutes each. ) Distvibutor:
Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind.

The Nature of Language (28 minutes, color) Distributor: Stuart Finley, Inc.,
Falls Church, Va.

The Nature of Language and How it is Learned (32 minutes, B&W) Distributor: )

Teaching Films Custodians, New York, N.Y.

Problem of liming (30 minutes, B&W) Distributor: Indiana University Audio-
Visual Center, Bloomington, Ind, 4i

T Strange Case of the English Language (60 minutes, 2 reels, color)
Distributor: Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington; Ind.;
or BFA Educational Media, Santa Monica, Calif.,

What Is the English Language? (30 minutes, B&W) Distributor: *Indiana University
Audio- Visual. Center, Bloomington, Ind.

C, Slides

. The following is a list of color slides- with-accanpany-ing--lectures-which are- -

available from the Louisiana Arts Slips landing Library, State Depart-
ment of Education, P. 0. Box 44064, Baton Rouge, Lac' 70804.

Language, Signs and Symbols: How Man ConanunicateS

Part I: Historic Evolution of Latimpat
Part II: Man-Devised Visual Symbols

Signs- N14 Symbols: Vestitional Images and the Modern Artist.'
Art With A Message

-ad I: Protest at 4 ptoreganda
Part Z1: Satire and Social Comment

Politics In America
What Makes a Hero?
Fantasy,
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V. HUMANITIES

Because4he humanities are concerned
. with the thoughtsi- creations, and actions
-of meng.poth past and,present, a good hu-
manitits program attempts to amalemate or

0. unify the study of language, history,
literature, music, philosophy, and Art
into a meaningful whole. Through concen-
tration on vital, timeless questions and
problems, the humanities strive to make
each individhal more human. Today, every
individual needs to be a flexible person, .

one who can change as job requifements change,
one knows what to do with his leisure
time, both before and after retirement. This
flexibility or adapatabi,lity, this ableness,to
adjust to the options and'alternativesI.the
sudden shifts and set -backs of contemporary
life is an important benefit derived from
study of the humanities. By impelling a
person,to ask and seek answers to basic questions
--Who am I? Where have I come from? WO
can I do to become and remain an effective, .

responsible member of society?--the humanities
help him learn more about himself, his neighbors,
his world. alley provide sound approaches to
modern life, helping each individual feel less
forlorn, less alone, more willing to face the
future with faith in himself and with hope and
confidence in humanity.

"It is important that pupils, as a part orseneral education
learn to appreciate, to underbtand, to create, and to critize
with discrimination those products of the mind, the voice, the
hand, and the body which give dignity to the person and exalt the
spirit of man."

--The American Association
of SchoolAdministrators
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V. HUMANITIES -

Objectives,

HUMANITIES
0

.

The student will
.t.

$

1.. &Amine the meaning of the term "humanities" at it relates,
to man's human condit4pn.hii experiences in philosophy,
music,-'art, literature, religion, and history. "

2. Study the humanities as an apprtaCh to liviAg in a society
obsessed with technolOgy and engrossed with social, political,
and economic problems.

3. Demonstrate a knowledge Of the meaning of the terms "fine arts"
and. "applied arts" by listing examples of careers in each.

4. Understand that even though the humanities are associated
primarily with aesthetic expression, man must use a variety
df technical skills for the expression and the transmission
of these. feelings, needs, and ideas.

,

5. Demohstrate a knowledge of some of the major contributions
in the arts and the humgnities by listing he names' of the
artists and some of their works and telling somethirig
significant about them and their careers.

, .

6. Demonstrate an understandi.n of theunity and/or the
orderliness of ciNilizatiorrby exploring how the philosophy
of anykgiven period of history dictates its artistic
endeavors.

7: Identify some of the works of major artists, including
painters writers, musicians, architects, and sculptors
from ,having studied them and their works in depth.

S. Demonstrate knowledge of various architectural Items as a
result of having studied architectural design typical of

.9. Understand that few persons pursuing the artsas a career
expect to become mill iona ire s . .

a

10. 'Understand that a vocation for countless individuals in
the humanities is a primary source of aesthetic appreciation
and experience for Countless other individuals.

11*: Experience the need for critical reading and the value of
discriminatomv reading of materials in humanities-oriented
and related careers.
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12. Understand and appreciate +he necessity of coMktency in, . ,

human relations, particuldrly in the areas of work .which .

embody the sensitive artiz., and the, exacting ,terchnician.
- .
13. Explore numerous career.opportunities,in'the eels and

humanities as a paft. of his search for self-identity %
,

14. Seek solutions to contemporary problems .by analyzing
tpahniques and solutions used by his ancestors.

$

15. oaili new insights into concepts such as justice,4trith,
and I:leauty., ' ' ;1

. ... . , -

.to t.
. . - .

... . ,
..

-
.

: 16. 'Realize that. he muat-make decOions.that he, has alternatives.
z . . .4. .. . .

. i.

Career Application
1

. a

The entire spoktrum of career concepts and Objectives embodier
in the broad and exciting scope of humanities and the'fine arts.
Awarpress, motivation, exploration, decision-making, kid skills WevelOpL '
men are "built -ins' the many, many career opportunities
embraced by the arts, and the humanities.

' Early in his study of the humanities, the student is made aware of
the limitless ppportunitievto pursue innumerable aesthetic interests
,either a a vocation ones An avocation. -Perhaps noother curricular
area offers more to help the student in his search for self-identity'
than does. the arts4andthe.humanities: It is here that the potential
Michelangelo, the Picasso, the Ign Cliburn, the Sam Goldwyn,the '

FaullikeR, and the 4ill1 Graham have opportunities to explore and to
appraise their interests, their aptitudes,.their needs, and their
values. Further, the Student can see the interrelatedness of the many
disiciplines embraced by humanities and the arts.

Finally, the arts and the humanities by pielr very nature engage the
student in activities which pramote skills development. The student has
opportunities to compare a'seventeerith century Rembrandt paintinewith
a twentieth century Picasso,painting; to see architecture as a major art
.serving a functional purpose; to experience music either as a listener,
a composer, or a performer; to hear, read and interpret literature
which engenders ideas, desires, and emotions; and to write about his
own experiences, as well as, the experiences of others. .

!The humanities enable the student to live more fully in this
complex world no matter what career choice he makes. He learns that.
the arts have their own language, and he develops the ability to
communicate more effectively through the arts addition to devel9ping
skills, the hunanities help the student to find himself, to organize
his thinking, end to cultivate an understanding of and appreciation
for the aesthetic- --all of which are essential to living the good life.

4 4, ,
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HUMANITIES ..

IN
.

a

Activities
-,:. 140,

4,

1, Students interview resource persons from the main -occupational
groups encarpassed by humanities and the arts for the.
purpose of learning the necessary educational qualifications',
the necessary epployment experience, the salary range, the
opportunities for advancement, andAther pertinint data about'
the different occupational areas fepiltsented. Occupational
groups tote interviewed should incluft.the following:

a. Wif;rming arts (example, 'choral direor)
0

b. Architecture (example, architect)*

'\
-

c. Visual arts (example, photdkraphlr)

* .0. Language and linguistics (example, interpreter)

e. HiStoryqexample, Mmpeum curator)

f. Writing (examile,journalist)

g. Religion (example, clergyman)

2. The student studies the novel &lthe Kinxts Men or a .similar novel.
Themajor thrust of Olevstudy should/6e the need for. high

.

ethical standards in governmental affairs.at all leveXs.:
.

*, . .

3. The student views' the film, '('The RIManities:
...

What They Are and What
They Do." .

.

- .

a

, .1 The student hears a guestagtaker from, the state Commission on
Ethics in Government. v. -.

.

5. The student interviews a riew*paper political reporterfto leaim how
the newsman obtains his information and to get his interpretation
of "freedom of the press:" * -

'. I

6. The student visits the Delgado Art Museum, a local art museum, and/or
the Louisiana Arts and Science Ginter.

7. The student hears a speaker on'the topic, "The PuritadWorkEthic:
Our American Heritage."

'8. The agldent reads Upton Sincl&ixis DA, Jungle for an understanding
orthe roles of management and labor.

9. The student hears 4 speaker from a local labor union discussthe
role of labor unionsand their contribution to labor throughout
history,

10. The student interviewas repiesentatiNe from managementNitiO idal.l'
discUts the relationship between management and labor.

4 tf , I . s
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11. Students v4 it a local slaughterhouse for the purpose of learning
about the different occupations involved in bringing meat from
the slaughterhouse to the consumer's table.

12. Students prepare an "immigrant meal" which will providetl.
opportunities.for,exploring cultural differences in food

'preparation and consumption.

13. The student views tpe film, "Clothingand Fashion: A History,"
noting.the contrasts in period dress,'period art, architecture,
and music. ;:',2

14. Sttdents view and discuss the film, "The
Noting manes concept of his relationship
concept has changed.

Students visits. local newspaper office for the purpose of seeing

Recognition of Nan,"
to God and whether this

the many'activities and technical skills ititolved in the
printing of a newspaper.

The student views the film, "The Agohy and the tasy," noting
partiCularly the skills and the personal trai possessed by
Michelangelo,.

17. The student visits a local television studio wherehe!observes
the numerous personsind technical skills involved in the
production of A teleiision program.

. u
18. The student attends a play, a concert, or a ballet, observing the

harmony required in a"team effort.

19. The student. views the film, Williamsburg: The Story bf a Patriot.,"
O

':noting.particularly the variety of occupations in which the
residents of Colonial Williamsburg engaged.

-.

20. Students read the.musical play, "Fiddler on the Roof," and listen to.'
the record. They then defend and/or explain iii several paragraphs
Trevia's statement, "But id our little 4.11age of Anateoka, you '

might say every one of us is a fiddler on the'roof, trying 'to
scratch'out a pleasant, simpli tune witpout breaking his neck."

' '

a.

t

21. The student reads Bach's Jonathan Livingston ggagall:, Fitzgerildes ,
7.fLe. Great Gatsbv, and Ciolfelslai. 2421 Go &mg Again. Re then.,
compares how tht initiative and the values of each of the three mainc
characters influenced his caree, and explains why neither Jonathan,
Gatsbi, nor George could "go home again."

22. The student participates irka film-making workshop,, and with the othet
members of the - Blass, writes a story and films it - progressing

through each of the steps in film-making.

23. Students listen to a lecture on jazz, followed by recordings of Jazz,

;
4
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.11

24" The student draws cartoons illustrating save _1, occupations in which
; he is interested.

25. The student views the.film, "The Bolero," noting particularly the
specialized skills employed by the.members of the symphony
orchestra.

26. Students compare the tempo and the theme of Renaissance music
with music of th6 Twenties and the Seventies.

27. The student works with several classmates in writing, acting out,
and directing a play which portrays problems shared by the Puritans

. and contemporary man. .

28. Students plan and present a Puritan church service based on
readings from Jonathan Edwirdst writings, Hawthorne's The
Scarlet Letter, and Miller's Ilie. Crucible.

29. .The student writes several types'of.paragraphs using as subjects
a nuiber'of famous paintings, such as, Picassols'"Guernica,"
Wyethls "The Peaceable Kingdom,! Efteghells 'ate Fall of Icarus,"
Ghirlandajols "Old Man and the,'Boy," Vincent Van-Cosh's
°Wheat Field and Cypress Trees," and Winslow Homer's "Breezing Up.".

30. The student reads 312, Little Prince and_in several paeagraPhs explains
what the author 'Antoine deSaintExupery meant when he wrote
these words for the Fox: "It is only with the heart that one
can see rightly; what is essential is invisible-to the eye. Men
have forgotten this truth. But you must not forget it."

. r

' 3l. Students research styles of architectu;e, furniture, utensils, and
ornaments kr different periodsof history, noting specifically
the extenti to which machines were used in production in each of
these.areas.

-32. Students read The Grapes gr Wxata (if on approved list of books); view
the film; and compare the problems .of.the Joad family with those
of the modernKlaymigrant..worker.

33. Observe a demonstration of and participate in square dancing.

de 34. Students observe a demonstration of the Charleston and the Waltz
and have an opportunity, to learn both dances .

.

6

35. The studentmakes a collage depicting the life style'of any given,
period of history. , . _._ -

. . ...
. .

1

,
R

36. The'studeni studies the artists Of the Harlem Renaissance' and explains
the significance of theAr contributions to the American arts.

37. The student read, _ITeath of a Salesman" by Arthur Miller, and suggests.,
how the story may have ended had Willy Lanan Lived during the
Sixties, or the Seventies.

38. The student reads and compares a poem written by Michelangeliiiith
one written by Shakespeare.
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39. The student reaa8 :Socrates Applogy, and explains how Socrates embodies
the Greek ideal.

40. The student compares Renaissance music with Baroque music.

41 The student listens to Stravinskyls "Firebird Suite," and compares
it to a painting by Picasso or a painting by Renoir.

42. Students read the legend of Icarus, and interpret the ideas in
either a ketch, a painting, or a collage.

-"The student-gives the characteridtics of Renior painting
and compares these charagteristics with-those found 'a

painting by Van Gogh,

Resources

A. Rooks

(With few exceptions, the books listed below are available in paperback
form.)

Allen, Frederick L. gay Yesterday. Scranton, Pa.: Harper & Row, Ini.

. Since Yesterday. Scranton, Pa.: Harper & Row, Inc., 1972

The American bcperience. New York: The Macmillan Company.
. ?

Arneson, H. H. gistory24:11gsmaki: New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc. 1968

Bach, Richard. Jonathari Wiligat4a Seagull. New York: The Macmillan Company,.
1970

Barraclough, Geoffrey, A Introduction to CoptemDorarY History.
Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1967

Breckwith; John.. Early Medieval At. New York: Praeger PubliShers,
Inc., 1964.

Boas, Franz. Prina.ive Art. New York: Dover, 1955 :

Bolt, Robert. A Au. Lox= Seasons. New York: Random House, 1962

Carson; Rachel. nit:Silent §gaag. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1962

Clark, Sir Kenneth. Leonardo .0 Vinci. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1939

Commins, Saxe, and Robert th.Linscott (eds.). hand fie, States: 11t
Rolitical Philosophers. New. York, Random House. '.

(eds.) Nal Universe: DI Philosonhets of Science.
New York: Washington Square Pioess, Inc.
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(eds.). The Pqpial Ehilosophers. New York: Random House.

(eds.). The Speculative Philosophers, New York: Random House.

Davis, Beverly J. Chant oftam Centuries: A History of gm Humanities.
Austin, Texas: W.S. Benson and Co. 1969.

de Saint-EXupery, Antoine. ThelittleTrince,
Brace and World, Inc., 1943

de Tocqueville, Alexis.. Democracy in America.
Publishers, 1965

Drury,- Allen. Advise, ADA Consent. Garden City,
I Inc. 1959

New York: Harcourt,

New York: Harper & Row,

N. Y.: Doubleday and,Co.,

Dudley, Louise, and Austin Faricy. The' Humanities. 5th Ed. New York:
mc0raw-Hill Book Co.

Eliot, T. S. The Wasteland and Other, Poems. New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich.

Fitzgerald, F.Scott, The Great Gatsby. New York: sCharles Scribner's
Sons, Tnc.j 1920.

. Sax Tales of Ihisstasjihmat Other' Stories. New York
Charles Scribner's Sons, Inc., 1968 ,

Frost, S. E., Jr., 'Basic Teachings ofIlaGmtePhilosophers.
Garden City, N. Y. Dpubled.ay and Co., Inc.

0
Galbraith, John R. The Affluent Soci4v. rev. ed. New York: New

American Library, 1970

Coen, C. O. The Puritan Heritage: America Cs Roots in the Bible.
New York: New American Library, 1964

.

Golding, 143311.aia O. nil Inheritors. New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1962.

Hansberry, Lorraine. A Raisin in ii_a Sun. New York: New American
Library, 1961, .

Hartt, Frederickb. History of Italian itenaissance Art b New York:
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 179.

Hersey, John: Hiroshima. New York: Random House.

'a

Hitler Adolph. Mein Kampf. New York: Houghton Mifflin Go.

Hough, Emerson. The covered %%eon. New York: Grosset and Dunlap, Inc. 1967
1W
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Huxley, Alious, Bravo! Xer World. New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1968.

Jaffe, H. (ed.). 20.00Q _Team World Painting. New York:
Harry N. Abrams; Inc., /967.

Janson, H. W. History of Air Rev. got New York:. Harry N. Abrams,Inc.,- 1964. . ..
a 4

History 91 Li_to Isz Xmas People. New York: HarryN. Abrams, Inc., 1972.

Jefferson, Thomas. Autobiormint91.Thomas ffeffermm. New Uri:.
O. P. Putmanis Sono, 1959. , 0

Kaplan, Justin E. (ed.) Dialogues a Plato; New York: Washington
Square Press, Ina.

. 'The Pocket Aristotle. New York: Washington Square,--Threes, Inc., 1958.
.. ..,.:7--

King, Martin L. I Have A pre am. . V
Lederer, William J.;- A Nation of Sheep. New York:.Fawcett World Library, 109: .

Lewis, Sinclair, Ebner. Gantry. New York: New American Library, 4971. .

Leymarie, Jean. patch Painting. New York: Stuart- Gilbert Skira,,, 1156..
.

kLippard, Lucy R. pm Art. New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1966. \':...
.

The.iiterataire of America 4 Toll, New York: Random HouSe2 1967. ° 4

Machiavelli, The Prince. Edited by James Atkinson. New York:.The 13obbs-Merrill Co.-, Inc. 4

. <

Machlis, Joseph. The liktiovment of M4sic. 3rd Ed. New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1970

Miller, Arthur. The Crucible. New York: The Viking Press, Inc. 1953

20114'0f a Salesman,. New, York, The Viking Press, Inc.

Mills, John Stuart. §4 Great Humanistic Essays 91 John _t t'

More, Thomas. Utopia,. Edited by H. V. Ogderi. New York: APpl.eton-Century.-Crofts.

Morris, Richard B. Basiq Documents in- American Hi_stoinr- Rey. Ed. NewYork: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1965.

- Motley, Willard. Knock ai Az Door New York: New American Library.



HUMANITIES

Mowry, 0. E. (ed.). Tha Twenties: ,Fords, Flaivers, and Fanatics.
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1963

Nash, C . E. (ed.). -Franklin ;t1.;-,Rooseveltv,: New York: Prentice-Hall,
Inc. 1967 1 A

Nevins, Allen, and Henry-Steele Commager. A Pocket History of the
United States. New York: Washington Square Press, Inc.,

Nye, Russell B. The Cultural, Life of the Re_w Nation: 1767-1830.
Scranton, Pa.: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1960

Packard, Vance, The Hidden Persuaders. New York: Pocket Books.

Perlman, Franc4.s. Lha Oregon Traci],,. New York: .Airmont Piblishing Co.,
Inc., 1964

Parrington, Vernon. Main Currents in American Thought, Vols. I
& II. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,

Paton, Alan. cm, the Belovkd Countrv. New York: Charles Scriliner s
Sons, Inc., 1948.

Rand, Ayr'. Anthem: New York: New Imericari Library, 1961

Atlas Shrigged. New York: New American Library, 1970

Read, Herbert (ed.). The Booleof Art.

Reich, bhirles A. The 'Grag.:* g America. New York: "Random House 1970.
;

Rose, Barbara. American, Art Since 1.900. New Cork: Praeger
' Publishers, Inc., '1967

Rossiter, Clinton (ed.). The Federalist Papers. New York: New
American Library, 1961

-
Ryan, Margaret. Teaching

The Macmillan Comkany.

Schlesinger, Arthur, The Csslag
Hoighton NitZU.n Co., 1939

Novel in Pauerback.. New York:

of he Newr De Boston:

Shannon, David. A. (ed.). 112, Great 1)ebressioxl. New York:
Prestice-Hall, 1960

Schutz, Anton ( ed .) . Bat k,t, Reproductions: Old jig Ptodern Masters 8th
ed. Greenwich, Conn.: New York Graphic Society, Ltd., 1968

Shute, Nevil . On the "Bead; New York: Apollo 'Editions, Inc . , 1964

Sinclair, Upton. nit Jungle. Now York: New American Library, 1971

Stein,, Joseph. Fiddler a the Roof. New York: Pocket Books, 1971
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Steinbeck, John. The Grapes, of Wrath. New York: The Viking Press
1939.

Stone, Irving. The Agony and Ili Ecstasy. New York: New American
Library, 1963.

Thoreau, Henry D. Walden and attj, Disobedi ence. New York: New
American Library, 1971. a

Twain, Mark. The Adventures ARWickleberry Ijm. New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1962. .

Warren,-Robert R. All the Kingls La: Nest York: Bantam Books,
Inc., 1970.

Wheeler, Sir R. E. Mortimer. ft xxl Architecture. New York:
Praeger Publishers, Inc., 19611..

Wilder, Thornton; The Cabala. New York: Washington Spar', Press Inc.
7

. s

GeOrge F. Saints. and .Strangers.

Wolfe, Thomas. You Can't 2.2 -Home Aoki. New York: New American Library, 1966
1966.

Wright, Louis R. -Culture sulh2, MoVing Frontier. Scranton, Pa.:
Hirper & Row Publisheri, Inc.

.

Zarcone, John. Discovering the Amenities. New York: Makor
Industries, 1969 . .

.D ;'

%t. ..

R. Films

* Commercial films available on rental basis for a reasonable
price P

'

"The Humanities: What They Are. and What They Do.°

"The Bolero"

"The Recognition of Man"

* "The AgOny arid the Ecstasy"

"The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit"

* "Crapes of Wrath"

* "The Ox Baw Incident"

* "The Time Machine"

-114
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HUMANITIES

"Boomstown"

"The Detached American"

"Williamsburg: The Story of A Patriot".

"Art of the Western World"

"The. Hat"

"Huck Finn"

"Our Town"

C. Records

Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Poems and Essays"'

Ben Franklin, "The Art of Virtue .

Ernest Sherman, "The Wit and Wisdom of the Philosophers"

Thoreau, Walden" a.

"Cajun Songs from Louisiana"

"Dust Bowl Ballads"

"Frontier Balladd"

"Songs from the Depression"

"Witches and War Whoops"

Roger. Bolt, 114 Han for All Seasons"

.Arthur Miller, "Death of a, Salesman" and wilmi Crumble"

"Jazz, Vol. 3 New Orleans"

"Jazz, Vol. 10 . Boogie WoOgie, Jump and N.C."
4

"Favorite Cowboy tongs"

"Ballads of the American Revolution"

ITcigs of the Suffragettes"

"Kentieayls Inaugural Address"

123
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"World War I: Historic Music and Voices"

"Renaissance Dances"

"Sweet Chirity"

"Renaissance Madrigals"

"Music Man"

"Organ in America"

"Historic Music of the Great West"

"25 Favorite Cowboy Songs"

"What is Jazz?"
-

,"Jazz Folkways"

"Songs of- the lwerities."

"Blood, Sweat and Teare Spinning Wheel"

"Turned on Bach"

"Swingle Singers"

Westside Story"
----

°.Firebird Suite"

"Jesu Joy of Manta Desiring"

"Songs of Stephen Foster"--

"Godof our Fathers"

D. FilMstripe.

"The Great .Gatsby°

"Jefferson and Monticello"

"John 'oven's ,Body

sn.

"John Fitzgerald Kennedy: 35 FresideAt of the U. S.-

"Man With the Hoe"

"Mtchelangelo:. TheSistine Chapel"

"Our Heritage from the Renaissance"



HUMANITIES

0

The Pony Express"

"The Protestant Reformation"

"Riverboats and the Building of America"

"Worldts Great Religions"

'Death of A Salesman"

. E. Filmstrips and Records

"American Decade: The Sixties"

An Audio - Visual History_ of American Literature"
.

"An.Audio-Visual History of NWsib"

"Godts Trombones"

-"Our Independence and the Donstitution"

F. Slides .

*Color slides with accompanying lectures which are available from the
Louisiana ArtsSlides Lending Library, State Department of Education,
P. 0. ,:Box 44064, HatonRouge, La. 70704.

Colonial Period..in New England
Ftmous Americans udjiistorkal Events'U PaintinK-
The American= in the 20th Century
Theilashingtta Tares TYZ.r information write to: Naiional nallery of Art,

.Washington, D.C.)
*MIN: Coleman Lectures: Legends and Stories in Art
*American Painting in History.
*Florentine Art of the Gotden Ate
*Cheekwood Lectures:

IntrodUction to Art'
Painting
Architecture
Sculpture

Steamboat Life oh the Mississippi
*Hittory-ofLouisiana.Architecture
.*EncyaopediTIFIIigNica Lectures:

Art in Early Renaissance tgitAly
A-7-ItortheAsiorthernItalialenaissance
13171A\the aThTfiriararlce
ria: of EHFITIbithern Renaissance

.17-Toi'IRT`7;crtgEtzles
Art of §2107



.>
Art of France
At of &gland
Art in the United States
Irt in the 19th Century

*Introduction to Understanding Art
*200, Years of Art
*Famous Men and Women in Portraits
*Pre-Columbian Art
*Discovering the-Art of Africa
*Modern African Carvings
*Treasures and Traditions*-of Mricati-Art---
*Thl Creative Past: Art. of Africa,
*Acropolis Museum - Athens
*The Louvre - Paris .

*National Gallery of Art - London
*The Prado - Madrid
*The Pitti.Palace - Florence
*African Dress and Design
*Index of American Ilegm. (A collection of 23sets of slides of watercolor

renderings of the crafts and folk arts in the_ United States from Before
1700 until about 1900.) 4

*Haft and His Environment' InHarmorty and in Conflict, Part 1 and Part 2
*The Arts of Africa
*The Arts of China
*Thl Arts of Egypt
'Mg Arts of Greece
*The Arts of Japan -

*Arts from Around the World
4fArt of Ancient i Colonial Latin America
*Arts and Artifacts of -1421 American Indian
*The Arts of the Middle .A.gm.
*A Favus..C1.1,x in Painting: Venice
*An Hist_prical your, pl pities: Venice mg Llorence
*Arts and Artifacts gt km American In_ dian

*The First Americans
*The'Pursuit of 1,..ppiness: Man's Search for the Good tad land

Part. 2
*Li, Science, and Technology
*The City
*Louisiana Antebellum Architecture, gad 1 and Part 2
*Politics in America
*Lid-an-War
*Wjq Makes a Rex2?
*Fanta 1

*The Thirties
*Man w The Measure pi All Things

Part 1: Mau Creates, in EU Image
Bad at Aji. Creates, bar (1z1 ,gr country
Eld 2: Man Creates, For I= .gr. "Mopeiy

*The Ma= Masks We Wear
P. 1: Religion and. Mythology
Fad 2: To Conceal Ltd Express

If
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*Art with a mesmre
Part 1: P otest and Propaganua

a Part 2r Satire and Social Comment
*Understanding Primitive Art: Oceania,

7

G. Reprints (Time-Life)

Greece: The Birth of Reason
Hemingway-and Faulkner
FrOst and Sandburg
Greece: Myths, Gods, and Heroes

.Gandhi: The Nonviolent Activist
The Struggle to Be An Individual
History / The English Language
Opening a New Land
Greece: The Golden Age
What is Existentialism?

or
H. Loops

"The Blitzkreig"
"Pearl Harbor"
"Depression in the United States"
"The Dust Bowl"
"The New Deal"
"gormandy Invasion: D:Dae,
"Pearl Harbor"

--- "Rise-of-the Nazi-Parte

6

ti

IMMANITIN;

2.

I. Prints and Pictures

.

Fifty American Masterpieces (MnCormickHatbers Publishing
Company)

America Book Company Prints
McGraw Hill PO* Company Prints to Accompany 4

Themes in'Elterature Series

Note.: Additional faimous prints are available for purchase from
numerous publishing companies,,

,

1'
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VI. 6101A, AND FILMS

A new vital, but potentially dangerous
force in modern society is the electronic pro-
jection of image and sound. It is a vital force
because it opens up" undreamed of possibilities
for mass education and entertainment. It is a
dangerous force, beiiude it carries the potential
to turn us into a people inured to violence) a,
nation of passiie, noreacting sponges. The
challenge before all educators, therefore is to
develop map of channeling the tremendous energies
and power of the electrode media into productive
directions. Each individual today--exposed as he
is to a continuous bombardment of visual stimula-

`tionmust be taught how to accurately intercept,
interpret, understand, ind .create communication
in both print and non - print modes. Because the
electronic media communicate more quickly, with
higher impact, and because they require less effoi
,from the receiver, it is imperative that everyone"
learn to seek oat visual fare that has the capacity
to stimulate-creatively, not Merely to stimulate.
With these points, iumindk it becomes apparent
that the school must provide courses that orient
students tothe print as well as theelectronie
media common today. Through the study of per-
iodicals, film and television, youths must
learn to cope with and control the incredible,
dazzling potebtial of mass media so that they
may more completelvanderstand themselves,

(

appreciate.each other; afieknow and improve

1

"Must wp always teach our children r with books?

Let them look at the mountains and the stars above. Let-them look at
the beauty of'the waters and the trees and flowers on earth.'
They will then begin. to think, and to think is the beginning ofit real
educatioh.b

fr.

,

. . 321
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VIA

ObJectives

The student will

1. Match ample* of advertising appeals with techniques being
,employed.*

Mr IA

MDIA AND FILM edit,

2. Identify basic human motives being appealed to in specific
examples of propaganda and advertieing.appeale.

. .. . .. .
3. Explain why certain fictions,pioducts oriessages could best

be comniunicated on radio, or teli
. .,

*

vision. .. . .,
4. CoMplete a chart of the types of programs presented by three.

commercii1 TV stations in specified time periods. ,

. .
5. Classify titles of magazines according to type and according

to audience appeal.

6. Select a medium (radio, television,, newspaper, magazine, or -

film) appropriate to a given situation and explain how he
would use the tedium to present the situations

Career Annlicat ion

I

roug 1,st;;rof career development, students' are seeking a
better understanding of themselves and their wor41. Educators have long
been aware of (but have usually chosen to ignore) the fact that the world
of media has, to a great extent, shaped all our lives- tor the past twent7
years. Statistics available on the number or hours the average American
watches television is. frightening. The obsession of watching television
begins in the play pen and proceeds to the recliner easy. chair. One buys

a toothpaste and elects his' officials 'according. to the success with which -

each "producto is sold to us. Even more frightening is. the fact that vitae
stating in all educational philosophies theiebelief in the importance of
building informed .citizens, educators have largely ignored both 'the. importance
of semanticp (and the way words use us) and the propaganda technique
.involved in alliadvertising, from the glittering generalization to the
bandwagon approach. Having.become so accustomed to the famous athlete selling
soap, razor blades, or even popcoin poppere, the average,reader, listener,
or reader no longer questions his stance as an authority in totally unrelated
fields. =

The purpose of media etudy is not to make cynics of students but to
make them' aware of techniques being employedby anyone who has anything to
sell so ihai the students may learn to separate the product or.idea .being
sold frpn the method used to promote it. Media study also helps students
separatt fact from opinion-es they encounter it daily in all news media.

121
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Without a clear understanding of these- differinCeSi,students cannot make
valid decisions in the, supermarket or at the ballot box, much less in
-relation to selecting a career for%themsilves., Perceptions of inditidhals,
groups, occupations' and life styles*are cF0Ored by television portraits
of these roles. The effects can be both positive and negative ih affecting
students1 thinking. Learning to distinguish the real from the. unreal, tie
distortion from the truth,.and the fact from the opinion are all necessary
steps.towardestablishing goals and objectives for one's life, as well as .

determibink waysof reaching them-
- .t .

Activities

' 1. The student submits a joirnal of attempts to influene hii thinking.
.

2. The student collectsana labels exaiples"Cfeach of the fifteen kinds
. % or advertising. . /

.
.

.

3. The student identifies given statement as eitHer fact or opinion.
-,_

4. Students, working in groups, write and "produce" a five minute radio
show according to designated requirements.

.
1, 1.

.5: The student Wites.a composition comparing and contrasting two local
radiO stations in terms of.the.was in which ,audience and type of
music affects stationsoapproaches to listeners,

.

6. Students, working in groups, conduct a survey of televiaidn viewers and)
. . and present findings to the class in a panes discussion) correlating

. programs watched with age, sot, and education of viewers. .

7. The student completes a chart on physical aspects of various periodicals,,
including cover desigfl, quality Of paper, and readability of prints.

8. The student composes his own inagazie, including title, cover, at.
least three featUi-e stories, and adi.

9. The student identifies three renderings of a'fictitious news event as
*news

story, editorial, or letter to the editor.

10. The student completed four logs on four local radio stations, each log
' . containing time and. content analysis. .

Resources

See the list of resources at the encl of the Media and Film section
(111-D). .
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VI-B:

I

Objectives.

:14.IM STUDY

MEDIA- AND `FILM/Film 'Study

/

The student will

1. Complete a worksheet .evaluati-hg such things as dislogue,
dramatic impdct, photography, setting, music, costumes,

. sound effects, and character portrayal in a feature-length,
film he has watched in a theater or television.

2. View "This-le Marshall McLuhan: the Medium Is tlie Massage"
and then discuss how an idea is ccimkunicated and at is
its effect 'after viewinf. *
e

3. Identify basic, filmmaking terms such-as out, dissolve, edit,
credits, sequence, olose-up, and establishing shot.

4. Explain the differences between,a film and a written version
of the same or a similar"story.

parser Arrlication,

Implications for career development in film study-are sin ar to those
for both media and short story. Film study assists students in obtaining
t kind of visual, literacy necessary to function in the second half of
the- twentieth century. Because of the impact of television on their lives
and the easy' accessibility of films through this medium, most students
(and adult4 prefer to see a film rather than read a novel, or thort story. ..

And just as there are "literary" and "non-literary" short stories and
novels,. there are films that are merely mechanical uses of celluloid.
Students need to understand the differences.

411.

&pally important are the kinds ofcontributions the short story or.
novel and its filmed version (or original screenplay) can make toward
helping students. realistAmally perceive' themselves and their we-WV-lei.
interrelations of life style to career choice, and the influence of, values
on the decision - making process.

Activities

1. Stt ents participate in a panel discussion related to analysis of a
fi in terms of sound, setting, clothing, movement, character, types,
and purpose.

2. Using one of the psychological states listed, the student writes a
paragraph,, explaining vby filming or literary techniques cog0.0 better
portray the ,ptates of:

(77a. loneliness
b. hilarity'
c. mental confusion
d. success

123.
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3. The student compares and contrasts.a short story read with its filmed
version.

4. The student lists differentiating characteristics of various kinds of
flans, such as comedy, musical, documentary, animation, western,
'mystery, science fiction; and drama, in terms of sound, settitigo clothing,
movement, character types; and purpose.

Resources

See list of resources at the end of the Media and Film section (1/1-D).

tJ
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VI -G FILMMAKING

9biectives
4

The student will

3

MEDIA AND FILM/Filmmaking

1. Write a job.description for at least five job titles in film.;

making. (grip, producer, cameraman, editor, director, etc.)..

0

2. Match various filmmaking responsibilities with job.titles.

3. Compare and contrast verbal and visual media. (He will under-
; stand the difference, between written literature and.film).

4. Operate film equipment (Super 8 am camera, splicer, editing
machine projector, cassette tape recorder, etc.).

5. Match a list of technical film terms and definitions (montage,
fade, frame, pan; iris, shot,cetc.).

6. Trace in sequence the steps involved in producing a film.

7. View short films and feature films to learn the different film-
inf techniques.

8. Film short scenes that illustrate 'various fikting techniques.

9. Make his own film.

Career Application

Since filmmaking can be a vocation or an avocation, it is readily
adapted to career applications. In Stage III, the student is concerned
with career exploration and in Stage V filth acquisition of career skills.
Although exposing the student to a unit on filmmaking 411 not necessarily
make him a Mille, it will'give him the basic skills on which
to build. The student--if he never enters the filmmaking industrywill be
aware of the %cork that the people in the industry do. In addition to -

gaining an understanding of the film industry, the student, as he makes
films and views films made by others, increases his awareness both of him-
self and oe the world about him..

Activitips

1. The student interviews persons connected with filmmaking and re-

:ports orally to the class.

2. .Students present a skit in which several students assume jobs in
filming. Problems and duties particular to certain jobs are
brought out.
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3. Students. read Biercets "An Octilance At Owl Creek Bridge," and
view the film. They discuss the issue: Does film or written -

literature better captuke and/or express psychological states?'
(The same might be done with any novel and film adaptation.)

4.. The fiudent presents one side of a debate on the superiority of the
visual or verbal medium in putting-across ideas, emotions (Zorba tht
Greek, In wait oc i , Rhinoceros, Cry MATeloved Country.,
InaI. in the Stars,'etc. .

k

5.1 The student films an idea taken from a poem choosing visual imagery,
to Teplace verbal imagery.

6. Oii the diagram constructed tithe teacher, the student labels theparts
of the Super 8 mm camera and explains the function of each part.

7. The student demonStrateb the use of and explains the parts of the
editing machine to other students.

.8. Given old filth, a splicer and film tapes, students practice cutting
and splicing film.

0. Students tape background music orsound for one particular short film.
(A fib: made previously). They then view the film, using the different
background recordings, and discuss which was most effective and why.

10. Students view slides which are combined with sounds, some of which are
in harmony, with subjects, some of which are.not. They identify and
discuss those which are related,and those which are not.

11. After being asigned certain films and tel9vision shows to view,
students record and discuss camera movements and angles used.

12. View short films suitable for demonstrating techniques ("An Occurance,
At Owl. Creek Bridge," and.Seek,,' "The Red Balloon,":"Saturdiy
Symphony," "Corral,A "The Golden Fish," "New York, New York," "Child
ren Adrift," "The Quiet One," "Monnbird," "The String Beari," "Glass,"

Fairy Tale," "Dream, of the Wild HOrses," and any others that a
teacher might add).

13: The student views feature films to learn the technicpkes, theme
handling, ctaracter development, and visual imagery (Mize:11Am
PsIdAJggIdal, ZsZathiudrig mss, Rid 122n, Alt. Hmetler,-

Rtrada, Night Cabiria, Nobody, Waved Goodbye, Nothing kgkz
Smpdays Ang Oybele, A Tbousand Clowns, and others).

14. The .student makes a story board.

15. The student makes an editing script.,

136
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MEDIA op FILM/kbnmaking

16. The students works with other students on a film project. He
tries'out for.the role he wants in the production by presenting-
orally a "play" resume of his qualifications.

17. The creates and films a cosimercial.

18 The student previews and critiques films made by other students.

19. The student enters a film. contest.

20. The students plan and participate in,filn festivals, either
school or parish-wide.

421. In conjunction with the guidance department, students makelilms
on career choicet which_coOld be shomd on Career Day (a day set
aside in many schools to introduce students to various careers
through outside speakers and other resources).

-Resources
a

See the list of resources at the =end of the Media and Film section (111-D).

a
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MEDIA AND FILM/Resources

VI-D. .MEDIA AND FILMS RESOURCES

A. Books
- 4

Amelio, Ralph J. Earl in the Classroom. aril: Use It; Now to Use It
Dayton, Ohio: Pfeum/gandard, 1971.

Bare, Richard L. The Film Director. New Yorks Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1971.

Bellafiore, Joseph. English language Arts, Intermediate, Level. New-York:

4

ARSCO School Publications, Inc., 1971.

Boutwell, William D, (ed.). s n. Mes..k.rsi In theSchools. Ilew York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 192

O.

Branston, Brian. Film Maker's Guide to planning; Directing, and Shooting
Films Mt Pleasure gad Profit. New York: Hillary House Publishers, Ltd.,
1971.

Butler, Ivan. The, Maki. Feature, Films: A re: PenguinBaltimore
Books, Inc., 1971.

.

Casty, Alan. The Dramatic Amt the Film.; New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1971.

Coynik,-David. Film: Real to Reel. Winona, Minn: North Country PLAT,=
lications, 1973.

Cushman, George. ijoai:2. kligm in 18,Lessons. Garden City, N.Y.: Amphoto
Books, 1971..

4

Dexter, LewisA., and David M..White (eds.). Ncg0A6 Society in4
Communications. Riverside, N.J.: The Free Press, 1964.

Donalson, Kenneth (ed.) Media and lbe Teaching; of English. Urbana,. T.].1..:.

NOTE, 1970. 4

Fischer, Edward. The Screen Ark. Nett York: Skied & Ward, Inc., 1960.

Green, Lorne, and Robert Allen. Propaganda Game. Turtle Creek, Pa.:
WiffIn Proof Publishers.

Hill, Roger. -Teach Yourself Ilk Making,. English University Press, 1970.

Bow To Maac- GoodBOme Movies. Rochester, N.Y.: Eastman Kodak Company.

Kuhns, William. Themes: Short Films For Discussion. Dayton, Ohio:
Pflaum/Standard; 1972.

., and Thomas L. Giardina. Behid tht Camera. Dayton, Ohio:

Pflaum/Standard, 1971.
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., and Robert Stanley. "E.::ploring ths 'in. and Program's

Exploing the Film. Dayton, Ohio: Pf la Standard, 1968.

Larson, Rodger, and Ellen ?Wad. Ion& Filmmakers.' New York: Avon Books,
1971,

Linton, Delores, and David Linton. Practical. guide, 1.2 Classroom Media.

Dayton, Ohio: Pflaira/Standard, 197]..

Maltin, Leonard. Behind the Camera: The Cinema, gaipheimArt., New York:
New American Library, 1971.

Manoogin Haig P. The Filmmaker's Art. New York: Basic Books, Inc.,
Publishers 1966.

MoLuhan, Marshall.. The Medium IA ilbg Massage. New York: Bantam Books,
Inc., 1967.

. Understanding Media.' New York: New American Library, 1971.

Mitchell, Wanda. Televising Your Mess9ze. Skatie National.

Textbook Company, 1974.

Pincius, .Edward. Guide to Filmmaking. Chicago: Henry Regneiy Co., 1972.

Postman, Neil. Television atlas Teachingol English. New Ygrk: Apple-
ton-Century-Ciofts.

Poteet, G. Howard' (ed.). The Complete Guide 4:2 Film S :jay. Urbana
NCTE, 1972.

Pudovkin, Vladimir I. Film Technique and fay Hackensack, N.J.:
WehLn Brothers, 198.

Quick, John, and Tom LaBau. handbook ?.r ale Production. New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1972.

Radio; Television Rd Lika j1 .tb,,s Secondary School.' Skokie, 111.: National

Textbook Company, 1973. ,

Roberts, Kenneth A., and Win Sharpies, Jr. A Prime': tz LthirAidag. New
York: The Bobbs-Merril]4 Co., Inc., 1971.

Samuels, Charles Thomas. A Caalbosk 114. Cincinatti, Ohio: Van
,Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1970.

Scwartz, Sheila. Teaching.km HumanitiOst. Selected Readings.. New York:

Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1970.

Sheriday, Marion C.; and others. lila Motion Picture ana the Atachkg of
English. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1965.

Smallman, Kirk. Creative liLtjg. New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1972.
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MEDIA AND PILM/Resources4

Smith, Bruce L., and others. fropaganda, Communication Aid Public Opinion:
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1946.

Sohn, David A.' The Creative Eye. Dayton, Ohio: Pflaum/Standard, 1970.

Spottiswoode, Raymond. A pramaer Berkeley, Calif.: University

of California Press, 1962.

Steinberg, Charles B. Communicative A etst An introduction to Mass Media.
New York: Hastihgs House Publications, Inc., 1970;

. Stewart, David C. Film §tt_Kyl in Higher Ecjogdj_.on. Washington; D. C.:

American Council on_Eduoation, 1966.

Williams, Clarence M.; and John L. Debes (eds.). Visual Literacy. Urbana,
113..: NOTE, 1970.

Witaker, Rod.
1970.

-,*
Wollenberg, H. H.

gram, 1972.

Note: Most of the

Language of Film. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,

Anatogursd the Film. New Yorks Arno Press Cinema Pro-

books listed above contain extensive bibliographies.

B. Pills

This j Marshall McLuhan: The Medium Is Aol Massage (54 minutes color; or
two 27 minute parts) Distributor: McGraw -Hill Tex-bfilms, New York,
N.Y.

C. Slides

The following is a list of color slides with accompanying lectures which are
available from the Louisiana Arts Slides Lending Library, State Department
of Education, P.O. Boat 44064, Baton Rouge, La. 70804'.

Man pd His Environment: In Harmony and ri Conflict, _gat a.
Mx Pursuit of Happipess:. Mants Search, fob hg alga Life, But 1 aid,

ihtt DiAy
Politics In America
Man The Measure of All Things

Part I: Man Creates, In His Image
kar II: Min Creates, Por God Ana Country
Part 12 lian Creates, Dr Love Or Amoy
Ida Ma;ks We Wear

Eat I: gor Religion m cg y

Part II: To Conoga1 usi Express
Art With A Mesaze

bit, I: Protest and Propaganda
Ltd II: Satire an Social comment
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Learning to See and Understand: DeveloningVisual Literacy, Part 1 and 2

Language, Si*ns, and Symbols: How Man Communicates
Part I: _Historic Evolution of Language
Part II: ManDev'sed Visual Symbols

Simla 1,222LA: Traditional Imasiesr, apjlk Moderil Artist

Thotogranhy

D. Periodicals.

Cinemia, 9641 Santa Monica Blvd. Beverly Hills, Calif.

English Journal. January, 1974 issue. Bait Lansing, Mich.: National

Council of Teachers of English. (Contains a resource directory of
ideas and materials' for media study).

Film Comment, 538 West End Avenue, New York, N.Y. 3.0025.

Films and Fi1ming, 33 South, 54 Queen Street , Portsmouth, England.

Media,and Methods, 134 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107.

Scholastic Scone Magazine. January, 1971 issue. Englewood Cliffs, N:J.:
Scholastic BQOle Service. .

Screen Education, 25 Steadman Street, Chelmsford, Mass. 01824.

Suns Filxnmaker, 342 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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